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Abstract 
Acid-Sensing Ion Channels (ASICs) are trimeric proton-gated and sodium-conducting channels 
widely expressed in neurons of the central and peripheral nervous systems. They contribute as 
pH sensors to a number of physiological and pathological conditions, such as learning, 
neurodegeneration after ischemia, and pain sensation. ASICs open transiently upon a lowering 
of the extracellular pH, before they enter a non-conductive desensitized state. Chicken ASIC1a 
structures have been solved in the closed, open and desensitized states. Despite the large amount 
of available information on the structure and function of ASICs, the precise proton binding sites 
and the mechanisms by which protonation promotes channel opening are still poorly defined. 
The acidic pocket, a cavity in the extracellular domain containing several negatively charged 
amino acids, has been proposed as the primary site for proton sensing. Concerning the 
molecular mechanisms, it is generally thought that protonation events on extracellular residues 
induce conformational changes that transmit the “activation signal” to the pore to control the 
opening of the channel gate. In the first part of this project, we asked whether protonation in 
the acidic pocket and palm domain is required for channel activation. We found that 
combination of neutralizing mutations of a large number of titratable acidic pocket residues 
produced channels that retained their proton sensitivity, suggesting that the residues that are 
essential for proton sensing are located in other domains. Concomitant with these experiments, 
we employed the voltage-clamp fluorometry (VCF) technique to investigate the structural 
rearrangements in the acidic pocket. Our VCF analysis indicates that this region undergoes 
conformational changes during both activation and desensitization. In the palm, neutralizing 
mutations of several acidic residues impaired channel desensitization, leading, in some cases, 
to the disappearance of the transient ASIC component and to the appearance of a sustained 
current component. In the second part of the project, we elucidated the structural 
rearrangements occurring in key channel regions during ASIC1a activity. Our VCF 
experiments reveal the presence of conformational changes in the wrist and palm domain 
consistent with a role of these regions in channel activation and desensitization. 
In summary, our studies suggest that the acidic pocket is not the primary site for proton sensing 
in ASIC1a, but has, rather, a modulatory role. We show, in addition, that proton binding to the 
extracellular domain of ASIC1a induces conformational changes in the palm and in the wrist 
regions most likely important for transmitting the transduction signal to the channel gate. Our 
findings provide new insights on the basic mechanisms controlling ASIC activity and may be 
relevant for other members of ENaC/DEG family, to which ASICs belong.     
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Résumé 
Les canaux sensibles aux protons (ASICs) sont des canaux sodiques activés par les protons. Ils 
sont largement exprimés dans les neurones du système nerveux central et périphérique. Ils 
contribuent en tant que senseurs de pH à un certain nombre de conditions physiologiques et 
pathologiques, telles que l'apprentissage, la neurodégénérescence après l'ischémie et la 
sensation de douleur. Les ASICs s'ouvrent de manière transitoire lors d'un abaissement du pH 
extracellulaire, avant d'entrer dans un état désensibilisé non conducteur. Les structures 
d’ASIC1a de poulet ont été résolues dans des états fermés, ouverts et désensibilisés. Malgré la 
grande quantité d'informations disponible sur la structure et la fonction des ASIC, les sites 
précis de liaison des protons et les mécanismes par lesquels la protonation induit l'ouverture du 
canal ASIC sont encore très peu définis. La poche acide, une cavité dans le domaine 
extracellulaire contenant plusieurs acides aminés chargés négativement, a été proposée être le 
site primaire pour la détection des protons. En ce qui concerne les mécanismes moléculaires de 
l’activation des ASICs, on pense généralement que les évènements de protonation sur les 
résidus extracellulaires induisent des changements conformationnels qui transmettent le «signal 
d'activation» au pore afin de contrôler l'ouverture du canal. Dans la première partie de ce projet, 
nous avons investigué si la protonation dans la poche acide et dans le domaine de la paume était 
nécessaire pour l'activation du canal. Nous avons constaté que la combinaison de mutations 
neutralisantes d'un grand nombre de résidus titrables dans la poche acide produisait des canaux 
qui conservaient leur sensibilité aux protons, suggérant que les résidus essentiels à la détection 
de protons se situaient dans d'autres domaines. Parallèlement à ces expériences, nous avons 
utilisé la technique de “voltage-clamp fluorometry” (VCF) pour étudier les réarrangements 
structurels dans la poche acide. Notre analyse par VCF indique que cette région subit des 
changements conformationnels lors de l’activation et de la désensibilisation. Dans la paume, 
des mutations neutralisantes de plusieurs résidus acides ont altéré la désensibilisation des 
canaux, conduisant, dans certains cas, à la disparition de la composante transitoire du courant 
d’ASIC et à l’apparition d’une composante soutenue. Dans la deuxième partie du projet, nous 
avons élucidé les réarrangements structurels intervenant dans des régions clés pendant l’activité 
de ASIC1a. Nos expériences de VCF révèlent la présence de changements conformationnels 
dans les domaines du poignet et de la paume au cours de l'activation et la désensibilisation du 
canal.  
En résumé, nos études suggèrent que la poche acide n'est pas le principal site de liaison de 
protons dans ASIC1a, mais joue plutôt un rôle de modulateur. Nous montrons, en outre, que la 
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liaison de protons au domaine extracellulaire de ASIC1a induit des changements de 
conformation dans la paume et dans les régions du poignet, probablement importants pour la 
transmission du signal d’activation au pore du canal. Nos résultats fournissent de nouvelles 
informations sur les mécanismes de base contrôlant l'activité des ASICs et peuvent être 
pertinents pour d'autres membres de la famille des canaux épithéliaux sodiques / dégénerines, 
à laquelle les ASICs appartiennent. 
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Résumé à un large public 
Chaque cellule vivante est délimitée par une membrane plasmatique qui sépare le contenu 
interne de son environnement. La membrane cellulaire est nécessaire pour réguler les échanges 
de substances entre les deux compartiments. Pour traverser la membrane, les ions nécessitent 
la présence de protéines de transport spéciales, appelés canaux ioniques. Différents canaux 
ioniques peuvent être activés par différents ligands, c'est-à-dire des molécules qui se lient au 
canal pour l'activer. Les canaux ioniques sensibles aux protons (ASICs) représentent une classe 
importante de canaux ioniques présents dans les neurones et activés par les ligands les plus 
simples possibles : les protons ! L'ouverture de ces canaux permet le passage des ions sodium 
dans la cellule et facilite la communication avec d'autres neurones. De nombreuses études ont 
montré que ces canaux jouent un rôle important dans l'apprentissage, la dégénérescence 
neuronale et la sensation de douleur. Pour pouvoir influencer l’activité de ces canaux, il est 
donc très important de comprendre les mécanismes qui sont à la base de leur activité. Il a été 
proposé que les protons se lient à différents sites du canal et que cette liaison induit des 
changements de conformation qui sont transmis au pore pour ouvrir le canal.  Où les protons se 
lient-ils pour activer les ASICs ? Et quels types de mouvements conduisent à l'ouverture ou à 
la fermeture du canal ? Dans mon projet, j'ai découvert qu'une région considérée comme 
importante pour activer les ASICs joue, en réalité, un rôle marginal dans l’ouverture de ces 
canaux, suggérant que les protons se lient à d'autres régions du canal pour l'ouvrir. De plus, j'ai 
utilisé une technique qui permet de détecter les mouvements du canal afin de pouvoir 
comprendre quelles régions sont importantes pour son activité. Grâce à cette technique, j’ai pu 
observer des changements de conformation dans différents domaines, qui pourraient être 
importants pour la transmission du message d’ouverture au pore du canal. Ces régions peuvent 
donc être des cibles potentielles pour des médicaments. Mes résultats fournissent également des 
indices sur la régulation d'autres canaux appartenant à la même famille que les ASICs. 
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1. Introduction 
Every living cell is delimited by a plasma membrane consisting of a lipophilic lipid bilayer that 
separates the inner content of the cell from the surrounding environment. The cell membrane 
constitutes, thus, a protective barrier around the cell and it is necessary to regulate the exchange 
of substances between the two compartments. Small or liposoluble uncharged molecules, such 
as oxygen, carbon dioxide and small lipids, can easily cross the cell membrane, whereas ions, 
amino acids, or other big molecules require the presence of special transport proteins that allow 
this process. Ion channels  are integral membrane proteins that form water-filled pores allowing 
the movements of inorganic ions, such as Na+ , K+, Ca2+, Cl-, through the lipid bilayer. They 
can be classified based on two main properties: the ion selectivity and the mechanism of 
activation. The ion selectivity is determined by the diameter of the pore and by the electrical 
charge of the amino acids lining the pore at its narrowest part, which constitutes the selectivity 
filter. Therefore, it is possible to distinguish highly selective channels for a specific ion and 
nonselective channels that allow the passage of ions that share similar size and charge (Hille, 
2001). The term “gating” refers to all mechanisms leading to the opening or closing of an ion 
channel. Based on this property, it is possible to distinguish channels that are constitutively 
open, channels regulated by chemical signals, for example binding of extracellular ligands or 
intracellular messengers, and channels that open in response to specific stimuli, such as change 
in the membrane potential or application of mechanical forces.  
The Acid-Sensing Ion Channels (ASICs) represent an important class of ion channels activated 
by the simplest ligands possible: protons! Several studies suggest that they are importantly 
involved in numerous physiological processes, such as learning and memory, fear behaviour, 
pain sensation, and pathological conditions, such as neurodegeneration after ischemic stroke, 
epileptic seizures, multiple sclerosis, and tumor development. For these reasons, they have 
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drawn large attention as targets of novel therapeutic agents for the treatment of various 
neurological disorders.  
 
1.1 Acid-Sensing Ion Channels (ASICs) 
1.1.1 The Superfamily of DEG/ ENaC ion channels 
The « Degenerin (DEG)/Epithelial Na+ Channel (ENaC)» superfamily was discovered at the 
beginning of the 1990s. The members of this family are exclusively present in animals of the 
metazoan kingdom and differ in terms of gating mechanisms, ion selectivity and physiological 
functions. The DEG/ENaC family comprises three main subfamilies: degenerin channels, 
ENaC and ASICs, and several smaller subfamilies  (Kellenberger and Schild, 2002).  
The degenerin channels have been identified in C. elegans neurons where they open in response 
to mechanical stimuli and constitute an important component of the mechanotransduction 
machinery. The term “degenerin”, attributed to these channels, derives from the observation 
that nematodes harboring gain-of-function mutations of the genes DEG-1 and MEC-4, 
encoding  the channel parts of mechanosensitive protein complexes, produced constitutively 
open channels whose functional properties were dramatically perturbed, leading to a 
progressive degeneration of sensory neurons expressing these mutated channels (Chalfie and 
Wolinsky, 1990a).  
The subfamily of ENaC channels includes four subunits: -, -, - and -ENaC. The -ENaC 
subunit was cloned at about the same time as the identification of the degenerin channels in C. 
elegans, with which it shares high sequence homology, suggesting a common channel family 
(Canessa et al., 1993; Chalfie and Wolinsky, 1990b; Lingueglia et al., 1993). ENaCs are 
amiloride-sensitive, voltage independent and high Na+-selective channels. In the distal nephron, 
they are expressed at the apical membrane of the epithelial cells where they play a crucial role 
in Na+ reabsorption. Indeed, mutations of ENaC genes have been shown to dramatically impair 
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Na+ homeostasis, leading to the development of renal diseases (Hansson et al., 1995; Inoue et 
al., 1998; Rossier et al., 2002).  
The first acid-evoked ASIC current was recorded in the 1980s in neurons isolated from rat 
trigeminal ganglia (Krishtal and Pidoplichko, 1980). ASICs were cloned by sequence homology 
of about 25% to ENaC and were initially named Brain Na+ Channels (BNaC), since their genes 
were found to be expressed mainly in the central and peripheral nervous systems (Garcia-
Anoveros et al., 1997; Price et al., 1996). After the discovery of their activation by extracellular 
protons, these channels were named acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) (Waldmann et al., 
1997a). Mutagenesis and functional studies suggest that ASICs are conserved throughout the 
superphylum Deuterostome, being reported in all the three phyla Chordata, Echinodermata and 
Hemichordata (Coric et al., 2008; Lynagh et al., 2018). Binding of extracellular protons to 
several ASIC domains induces channel opening and allows Na+ ions enter the channel. Sodium 
entry leads to membrane depolarization and generation of action potentials in neurons, 
suggesting that ASICs might be involved in the regulation of neuronal activity (Deval et al., 
2003; Vukicevic and Kellenberger, 2004).  
The DEG/ENaC family includes also other related smaller subfamilies, such as the mammalian 
hiNaC and its ortholog BLINaC in rodents, recently renamed BASIC (for «Bile Acid-Sensitive 
Ion Channel»); the FMRF-amide-gated sodium channel (FaNaC), an excitatory ion channel 
cloned from the mollusk Helix aspersa; and Drosophila ENaC/DEG channels, such as 
pickpocket (PPK) (Adams et al., 1998; Kellenberger and Schild, 2002; Lingueglia et al., 1995; 
Wiemuth et al., 2012).  
 
1.1.2 ASIC subunits and their tissue distribution 
ASICs are widely expressed in both central and peripheral nervous systems (CNS and PNS) 
where they act as proton sensors and contribute to several physiological and pathological 
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conditions. Four genes in mammals, including ACCN2, ACCN1, ACCN3 an ACCN4, encode 
at least six different ASIC subunits: ASIC1a, ASIC1b, ASIC2a, ASIC2b, ASIC3 and ASIC4. 
ASIC1a and ASIC1b are splice variants of the ACCN2 gene, while ASIC2a and ASIC2b are 
splice variants of the ACCN1 gene. In humans, ASIC3 has three splice variants: ASIC3a, -3b 
and -3c (Delaunay et al., 2012).  
The tissue distribution differs among subunits: ASIC1a, -2a, and -2b have been detected in both 
central and peripheral nervous systems, while ASIC1b and ASIC3 have been found exclusively 
in the peripheral neurons so far (Kellenberger and Schild, 2015), except for human ASIC3 that 
has also been reported in the CNS (Delaunay et al., 2012). ASIC4 has been detected throughout 
the CNS, but shows strongest expression in the pituitary gland (Akopian et al., 2000; Gründer 
et al., 2000).  
Individual ASIC subunits co-assemble into homo- or heterotrimeric functional channels. In 
neurons of the central nervous system, ASICs can assemble to form homomeric ASIC1a, 
heteromeric ASIC1a/2a or ASIC1a/2b. A recent study shows that in living cells heteromeric 
ASIC1a/2a channels may have a flexible stoichiometry: they can be composed of 2 ASIC1a 
and 1 ASIC2a subunit or vice versa (Bartoi et al., 2014).  
ASICs are cation channels activated by acidic pH changes. However, homomeric ASIC2b and 
ASIC4 do not form functional homomeric proton-gated channels and their function requires 
further investigation (Akopian et al., 2000; Gründer et al., 2000; Lingueglia et al., 1997). There 
is evidence showing that ASIC4 can associate with ASIC1a and ASIC3 to down regulate their 
expression at the cell membrane (Donier et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2015). In contrast, ASIC2b can 
assemble with other ASIC channel subunits to form heteromeric channels with distinct 
functional properties (Deval et al., 2004; Lingueglia et al., 1997). It is unclear why these 
channels do not respond to extracellular protons. The large ASIC extracellular loop suggests 
the existence of other non-proton ligands. It is possible, thus, that homomeric ASIC2b and 
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ASIC4 have their own specific ligands. Surprisingly, unlike rat ASIC4, zebrafish ASIC4.1 
(zASIC4), but not zASIC4.2, can form functional homomeric channels in zebrafish neurons 
that are gated by extracellular protons; the same study showed also that the post-TM1 domain 
is responsible for the different activation by protons of zASIC 4.1 and 4.2 (Chen et al., 2007).  
In situ hybridization studies have reported ASIC1 mRNA in several regions of the central 
nervous system, such as the olfactory bulb, the cerebral cortex, the hippocampus, the basolateral 
amygdaloidal nuclei, the subthalamic nuclei and the cerebellum (Garcia-Anoveros et al., 1997; 
Waldmann et al., 1997a). At the cellular level, immunohistochemistry studies have shown that 
in central neurons ASICs localize to the cell body and in the postsynaptic dendritic spines, a 
favorable position to detect pH fluctuations at the synapse (Wemmie et al., 2002). In contrast 
to these studies, De la Rosa et al. did not find a robust ASIC1 expression in the dendritic spines 
and axons, but predominantly on the plasma membrane of the soma (de la Rosa et al., 2003). 
Conclusions regarding the precise ASICs sub-cellular distribution are difficult to make since 
previous reports are not always in agreement. In peripheral neurons, ASICs have been observed 
on cell bodies and sensory nerve terminals where they likely contribute to pain and 
mechanosensations (Wemmie et al., 2003; Wemmie et al., 2002; Zha et al., 2006). Besides the 
expression in neurons, ASICs have also been detected in glia, cardiomyocytes and osteoclasts, 
suggesting that they are also likely involved in the physiology of non-neuronal cells (Feldman 
et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2017; Jahr et al., 2005).   
 
1.1.3 Biophysical properties 
Protons are the only physiological ASIC activators identified so far. The functional 
characteristics of ASICs, such as proton affinity, ion permeability and current kinetics, have 
been extensively described in heterologous expression systems, like Xenopous laevis oocytes 
and mammalian cell lines, and differ with subunit composition.  
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Depending on the extracellular pH, ASICs may exist in three different functional states. At 
physiological pH 7.4, the channel is in a closed (or resting) state, which is a non-conducting 
state; upon a rapid drop of the extracellular pH, it transiently opens and elicits an inward current 
due to the passage of Na+ ions through the channel pore; in the continuous presence of an acidic 
pH, the channel enters the desensitized state where it fails to respond to additional increase of 
extracellular protons. This state lasts as long as the pH remains acidic and protects the channel 
from excessive loading with Na+ during prolonged acidification. The subsequent application of 
a more alkaline pH (~7.4) allows the channel recovery within few seconds (Fig. 1A). Some 
ASICs, such as ASIC2a and ASIC3, display, in addition to their transient component, a 
sustained current, corresponding to the returning from desensitized to open state. All these 
channel transitions are summarized in a three-state kinetic scheme shown in Fig. 1B.  
ASICs display fast channel activation followed by slower desensitization kinetics. Time 
constants () of channel opening of ~6-10 ms have been measured for ASIC1a, ASIC1b and 
ASIC3 in patch-clamp recording with very rapid perfusion system, whereas higher  values 
(~400 ms for ASIC1a) have been reported for kinetics of current desensitization at pH close to 
pH50, reflecting a slow entry of the channel into the desensitized state (Table 1) (Bassler et al., 
2001; Li et al., 2010b; Sutherland et al., 2001).  
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of ASIC gating. A. Representative trace of acid-evoked 
hASIC1a current measured on Xenopous oocytes showing three different functional states. B. 
ASIC gating scheme. Upon proton binding, ASICs can open generating a transient current and, 
after a certain time, enter the desensitized state while protons are still bound to the channel. The 
desensitized state can also be directly reached from the closed state without apparent opening, 
this transition is known as “steady state desensitization”. 
 
The pH50 of activation corresponds to the pH that induces half-maximal current and can be 
determined from a pH-response curve, fit by a Hill function. Among ASICs, ASIC1a and 
ASIC3 are the most sensitive to extracellular acidification showing a pH50 activation of 
approximately 6.5 (Table 1). In contrast, ASIC2a is less H+-sensitive with a pH50 of ~4.5. For 
ASIC1a the Hill coefficient (nH) of channel activation is 3-4. nH >1 suggests cooperative 
binding of more than one proton during the channel activation.  
Exposure to slightly acidic extracellular pH (between 7.4 and 6.9) promotes the direct channel 
transition from the closed to the desensitized state without apparent opening, a process known 
as «Steady-State Desensitization» (SSD) (Fig. 1B). SSD determines the fraction of channels 
that are available for opening. The pH50 of the SSD can also be fit by a Hill function. For 
hASIC1a the pH of half-maximal desensitization corresponds to ~7.2, with a Hill coefficient of 
approximately 10. The fact that the pH50 SSD curve is steeper than that of channel activation, 
with nH of 10 (compared to ~3 of activation), probably suggests that more residues are involved 
in the channel desensitization rather than in the activation (Liechti et al., 2010).  
B A 
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Table 1. Biophysical properties and sites of expression vary among different ASIC subunits. 
ASIC2b and ASIC4 have not been included in the table, as they do not form functional 
homomeric proton-gated channels. Desensitization time constants were measured at pH close 
to pH50 (Kellenberger and Schild, 2015). 
 
Mutagenesis studies have shown that several mutations affecting the pH dependence of 
activation were found to change also the pH dependence of the SSD (Bargeton and 
Kellenberger, 2010; Liechti et al., 2010; Sherwood and Askwith, 2008). A similar interaction 
between activation and desensitization is observed also in presence of different channel 
modulators; for example, lowering of extracellular Ca2+ concentration or application of the 
channel gating modifier PcTx1 induces a shift of both the activation and the SSD curves to 
more alkaline values (Babini et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2006), suggesting that these processes 
can be structurally coupled (the regions involved in ASIC modulation by Ca2+ are described in 
the paragraph 1.2.3, subparagraph “Ion conduction pathway and transmembrane domain”).  
ASICs are mainly permeable to Na+ ions. Homomeric ASIC1a and heteromeric ASIC1a/2b 
have also been reported to conduct Ca2+ ions (PNa/PCa ~10), suggesting a possible role of these 
channels in intracellular signaling and/or in some pathological conditions (Bassler et al., 2001; 
Samways et al., 2009; Sherwood et al., 2011; Waldmann et al., 1997b). In addition to Na+, 
transient ASIC current conducts different monovalent cations (Na+≃ Li+ >> K+; PNa/PK = 10) 
(Kellenberger and Schild, 2002). ASICs are also highly permeable to H+ (H+ > Na+), however, 
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since the H+ concentration is very small (~1 M at pH 6), the contribution of protons to ASIC 
current is negligible (Chen and Grunder, 2007).  
 
1.2 Structure 
1.2.1 General architecture 
The first ASIC crystal structure was solved in 2007 at high resolution (1.9 Å) from a truncated 
non-functional Gallus gallus (chicken) ASIC1a, which shares ~90% homology with the 
hASIC1a (Jasti et al., 2007). This structure corresponds most likely to the desensitized 
conformation of the channel since the crystallization was achieved at low pH (pH 5-6) and 
contains a constricted pore that would not allow the passage of ions. Crystallographic analysis 
reveals a channel composed of three identical subunits arranged around a central pore (Fig. 2B). 
Individual ASIC subunits consist of 500-560 amino acids and share a characteristic topology 
that includes a short intracellular amino- and carboxyl-termini domains (35-90 amino acids), 
which are however truncated in the structure, two transmembrane -helices (TM1, TM2), and 
a large cysteine-rich extracellular loop (~370 amino acids) which is linked to the 
transmembrane domains (TMDs) via a flexible “wrist”. The extracellular domain (ECD) of 
individual ASIC subunit resembles a clenched hand with five distinct domains, accordingly 
named: thumb, finger, knuckle, -ball and palm (Fig. 2A). The structural aspects and functions 
of the different domains will be explained in more detail in the following subparagraphs.
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Figure 2. Structure of cASIC1a. A. Single ASIC subunit highlighting five distinct domains 
(Jasti et al., 2007). B. Crystal structure of cASIC1a desensitized state solved by Jasti et al. Three 
ASIC subunits are shown in different colors (Jasti et al., 2007). C. cASIC1a desensitized 
structure solved by Gonzales et al. (Gonzales et al., 2009). A single chloride ion per subunit is 
shown as a green sphere.                                                                                                                                                         
 
The second ASIC structure was obtained two years later from a cASIC1a construct that could 
produce a functional channel, in which only the C-terminus was deleted, whereas the N-
terminus was included (Gonzales et al., 2009), thus preserving the crucial “gating” domain that 
is required for channel activation (Pfister et al., 2006). The structure was crystallized at lower 
resolution (3 Å) compared to the first one and at low pH (6.5). Also this structure likely captures 
the channel in the desensitized state (Fig. 2 C). The two structures show similar overall 
structural features; the main differences consist in their resolution and in the architecture of the 
transmembrane helices. In the structure solved by Gonzales, but not in that by Jasti, the 
transmembrane helices are arranged in a symmetric order (compare Fig. 2B and C). The 
electron density map of the transmembrane domain of the desensitized structure solved by 
Gonzales was later reinterpreted, showing a physical break of the  helix that separates this 
segment in two parts, TM2a and TM2b (Fig. 7).  
A B C 
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Interestingly, in the desensitized structure but not in the open and closed structures, the residues 
Leu414 and Asn415 (corresponding to the human residues Leu415 and Asn416) show a swap 
in their sidechain orientation. The authors suggest that this structural change underlies the 
mechanism of desensitization (Baconguis et al., 2014; Gonzales et al., 2009; Yoder et al., 2018). 
 
1.2.2 Closed, open and desensitized states: a structural comparison  
After the publication of the ASIC crystal structures in the desensitized state, three other papers 
have come out reporting the crystal structure of cASIC1a in complex with two channel 
activators: the spider toxin Psalmotoxin-1 (PcTx1),  and the heterodimeric snake toxin Mit-
Toxin (MitTx) (Baconguis et al., 2014; Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012; Dawson et al., 2012). 
These structures elucidate the channel conformation in the open state. The open structure of the 
cASIC1a solved by Dawson and colleagues was obtained from a non-functional channel with 
truncated intracellular N- and C- termini, in complex with the gating modifier PcTx1, which 
activates cASIC1a by stabilizing the open conformation (Dawson et al., 2012). The structure 
was crystallized at pH 5.5 and at a resolution of 3.0 Å. It shows three independent PcTx1 
molecules bound at the acidic pockets of the channel, as well as the molecular interactions 
between PcTx1 and cASIC1a.  
At about the same time, another cASIC1a open structure in complex with the PcTx1 was solved 
by Baconguis and Gouaux at similar resolution as the one published by Dawson (~3.3 Å) 
(Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012). The structure was obtained from a functional channel construct 
with a small truncation of the N-terminus. Interestingly, crystals of the toxin-bound open 
structure were obtained at two different pH (pH 7.25 and 5.5, Fig. 3A and B) and, depending 
on the pH, they showed two different pore conformations with distinct selectivity properties! 
The high-pH open structure contains sparse inter-subunit and hydrophobic contacts between 
TM1 and TM2 domains that define and stabilize a symmetric pore. Compared to the 
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desensitized state, we observe a rotation of the cytoplasmic end of the TM2 by about 90° around 
the central axis, resulting in the disruption of the intra- and intersubunit contacts between TM1 
and TM2 that define the occluded gate in the desensitized structure.  
Surprisingly, the high-pH channel-PcTx1 complex contains a pore diameter of ~10-20 Å. 
Concomitant functional studies at pH 7.25 have shown that PcTx1-cASIC1a complex was 
unable to discriminate among monovalent cations, such as Na+, K+ and Cs+, thus allowing the 
passage of bigger molecules, such as N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMDG), with a radius of  ~4 Å 
(Fig. 3A). Moreover, application of 500 M amiloride inhibited 95% of the peak current evoked 
at pH 7.25 in presence of 1 M PcTx1, but only blocked 10% of the sustained current.  
 
Figure 3. Structures of cASIC1a in complex with PcTx1. One toxin binds into the acidic pocket 
of each ASIC subunit. High-pH (A) and low-pH (B) channel-toxin complexes show marked 
differences in the architecture of the transmembrane domains (Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012).   
 
In the low-pH structure, the TM2 of only one subunit adopts a straight -helix, resulting in a 
shift of about four-residues toward the extracellulcar side relative to the other two subunits, thus 
conferring an asymmetrical geometry to the pore (Fig. 3B). 
Apart from the pore architecture, another important difference between the high- and low-pH 
structure concerns the ion selectivity properties. In contrast to the non-selective high-pH gate, 
the low-pH pore remained selective for Na+ over K+ (10:1). The authors  suggest that Na+ ions 
A B 
Psalmotoxin1 
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cross the pore in a hydrated state, and that the mechanism underlying ion selectivity can be 
simply described by a “barrier” model, which had been already proposed for Na+-selective ion 
channel pores (Hille, 2001). According to this model, the pore discriminates ions by their size 
in complex with water molecules. Cross-section of the low-pH structure shows an elliptical 
pore with a diameter of ~4-10 Å, and thus, in agreement with the model, it would be large 
enough to allow the passage of Na+ ions in complex with water molecules, but too small to 
allow hydrated potassium ions entering the channel (Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012).   
The third and last cASIC1a open structure was crystallized in complex with the heterodimeric 
MitTx (Fig. 4A), which activates ASIC1a channels at nanomolar concentrations. The structure 
was obtained at pH 5.5 and at a resolution of approximately 2.3 Å. In contrast to the PcTx1 that 
binds exclusively into the acidic pocket, molecular interactions between the snake toxin and 
cASIC1a occur at the wrist, palm and thumb domains. The MitTx-bound open structure shows 
that the  helix of the TM2 domain is not continuous but it breaks at the level of the GAS motif 
(see Fig. 7 for clarity; refer to paragraph 1.2.3, subparagraph “Ion conduction pathway and 
transmembrane domain” for more details about the GAS motif), which constitutes a belt that 
separates the TM2 domain in TM2a and TM2b and allows the TM2b to interact with the 
cytoplasmic side of the TM1 of an adjacent subunit  (Baconguis et al., 2014).  
It is difficult to say which of the available open structures better approximates the real open 
channel conformation. However, the cASIC1a-MitTx structure appears the most reliable, since 
it has been crystallized at high resolution, presents a plausible size of the pore diameter, and 
shows a three-fold symmetry channel which retains most of the main gating properties.   
Very recently, the resting state structure of full length cASIC1a has been determined at high 
pH and at a resolution of 3.7 Å by both x-ray and cryo-EM (Yoder et al., 2018). The most 
striking feature of this structure is an expanded conformation of the acidic pocket, located 
between the thumb, the finger, and the -ball domains (Fig. 4B). The structure shows some 
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similarities with both open and desensitized conformations. For instance, the overall TM 
domain is analogous between the resting and desensitized states, harboring a shut gate, whereas 
the conformation of the 1-2 and 11-12 linkers mimics that of the open state. In contrast to 
the desensitized state, the residues Leu414 and Asn415 (corresponding to the human residues 
Leu415 and Asn416) return to their original position.  
 
 
Figure 4. A. Structure of cASIC1a in complex with the heterodimeric MitTx (Baconguis et al., 
2014). B. cASIC1a structure in the resting state (Yoder et al., 2018).    
 
1.2.3 Structure-functional aspects of ASIC domains   
The publication of ASIC structures has provided extremely important insights concerning the 
architecture, as well as the structural relations among different channel domains. In addition, 
mutagenesis and functional studies aided to evaluate the impact of structural changes on 
channel function. The most relevant features concerning the structure-function relationship of 
each ASIC domain are described below. For clarity, residue numbering follows the human 
protein.    
 
 
 
A B 
MitTx 
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 A central role of the palm domain   
The palm domain constitutes the core of ASIC extracellular domain. It is composed of four 
large  strands in each subunit that come together to form a central cavity of the channel and 
make direct interactions with all ASIC domains, except with the finger (Jasti et al., 2007). The 
lower part of the palm is directly connected to the TM1 and TM2 through the  strands 1 and 
12, respectively, interactions that may have a crucial role in transmitting gating motions to the 
channel gate. The palm interacts also with the thumb and knuckle domains through  strands 9 
and  10 and  strands 11 and 10, respectively, while the 1-2 linker and 9 strand connect the 
palm to the -ball domain (Fig. 2A).   
A functional study combined with a computational approach identified residues in the palm 
domain that are critical for channel desensitization. Specifically, neutralizing mutations of the 
residues Glu413 and Glu418, respectively in the 11-12 linker and in the strand, induced 
an acidic shift of pH dependence of SSD, indicating these residues as potential sensors for SSD. 
The study provides also information about conformational changes in this region during channel 
gating. More specifically, functional analyses suggest that channel desensitization involves a 
movement of the palm domains toward the central axis (Liechti et al., 2010).  
ASIC crystal structures have shown that residues located at the 1-2 and 11-12 linkers 
undergo critical structural changes during channel activity and their role in both activation and 
desensitization has been extensively investigated in several functional studies.  
Coric and coworkers conducted a structure-functional study between fish and rat ASIC1a (f and 
rASIC1a), which share approximatively 76% of sequence homology. Most of the biophysical 
properties are similar between the two species, but not the rate of channel desensitization, which 
was found to be 25-fold faster in fASIC1 compared to rASIC1a. Functional studies using 
chimeric channels led to the identification of a short sequence formed by three residues Pro83-
Leu84-Met85 (corresponding to human Ser83-Gln84-Leu85, Fig. 5) that is responsibile for the 
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different desensitization kinetics (Coric et al., 2003). This was the first evidence showing the 
importance of this segment in channel desensitization; after this, several other studies have 
followed.  
Figure 5. Close-up view of the 1-
2 linker connecting the palm 
(yellow) and -ball (orange) 
domains. The residues Leu77 and 
Asn416 are located in the  
strand and in the 1-2 linker 
of the palm domain, respectively 
Figure adapted from (Baconguis et 
al., 2014). 
 
 
Li et al. conducted a comparative study between the jawless fish lamprey ASIC1 (lASIC1), 
which does not respond to protons, and its proton-sensitive ortholog rASIC1, to identify 
potential residues that are responsible for the different proton sensitivity. The authors showed 
that mutation of two residues located in the 1 strand and in the 1-2 linker of rASIC1, Q77L 
and T85L (corresponding to human Leu77 and Leu85, Fig. 5), was sufficient to convert lASIC1 
into a highly sensitive proton-activated channel. This study, thus, suggests that lASIC1 is also 
proton-sensitive but channel opening is not evident probably because channels enter rapidly the 
desensitized state (Li et al., 2010c).  
In a similar study, Li and coworkers compared the proton response between Xenopous ASIC1.1 
(xASIC1.1), cloned from Xenopous laevis brain, and rASIC1a. Channels of both species 
responded with a transient current followed by a desensitized phase upon continue exposure to 
acidic pH, however, both rise and decay current phases were faster in xASIC1.1 than in 
rASIC1a. The origin of this distinct effect lies in the different amino acid composition at the  
1-2 linker. More specifically, xASIC1.1 contains the residues Pro83, Lys84, Met85, 
corresponding to Ser83, Gln84 and Leu85 (same as in human, Fig. 5). The triple mutant 
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xASIC1.1 P83S-K84Q-M85L (SQL) showed, indeed, a marked acidic shift of the pH50 SSD 
compared to the WT and a slower opening and desensitization. The authors suggest that 
mutations of these residues decrease the number of channels that transit from the closed to open 
state and from the open to desensitized state, resulting in a delayed and slow channel opening 
and in a decrease of pH50 SSD, respectively. These results highlight the functional importance 
of this segment (1-2 linker) during channel desensitization and provide also evidence for a 
role in channel activation (Li et al., 2010b). Mutation of the residue Asn416 (human) located in 
the 11-12 linker was found to further slow down the desensitization rate in the double 
mutants M85L-N416L compared to the single mutation, generating an additive effect. 
However, no direct interaction was found between the two residues, suggesting that both 
residues in the 1-2 and 11-12 linkers indipendently contribute to the stabilization of the 
desensitized state (Li et al., 2010a). A functional interaction between these two linkers was 
shown in a comparative study between rASIC1a and shark ASIC1b (sASIC1b), which shows 
fast and incomplete desensitization kinetics, generating a sustained current that remains as long 
as acidification persists. Chimeras between the two channels allowed the identification of a 
triplet in the sASIC1b (Met109-Asp110-Ser111, corresponding to human Val80-Ala81-Ala82) 
responsible for the fast desensitization rate and the appearence of a sustained opening. 
Moreover, the authors found that cysteine residues introduced at the 1-2 and 11-12 linkers  
led to spontaneous formation of a disulfide bridge that trapped the channel in the desensitized 
state; the subsequent application of reducing agents dramatically increased current amplitude. 
These results suggest that the 1-2 and 11-12 linkers are dynamic and interact each other 
during desensitization. Moreover, introduction of amino acids with different properties at the 
1-2 linker destabilizes the desensitized state and leads to a channel reopening, given by the 
development of a sustained current (Springauf et al., 2011).   
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Together these studies support the notion that the palm domain plays a pivotal role in ASIC 
desensitization.  
The palm domain is also an important binding site of some ASIC modulators. For example, the 
ASIC activator MitTx makes extensive contacts with residues Ala81 and Ser83 located in the 
1-2 linker (Baconguis et al., 2014). The first nonproton activator 2-guandine-4-
methylquinazoline (GMQ) interacts with two acidic residues in the 1 and 12 strands to induce 
ASIC3 activation (Alijevic and Kellenberger, 2012; Yu et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011).  
In summary, these findings demonstrate a central role of the palm domain for channel gating  
and modulation.  
 
The importance of the thumb domain 
The thumb domain is a rigid structure composed of two  helices and stabilized by five disulfide 
bridges that provide structural integrity. Two loops connect the  helices 4 and 5 to the palm  
strands 9 and 10, respectively. The loop that connects the  9 strand of the palm to the 4 helix 
of the thumb interacts with the post-TM1 domain via a flexible segment, named -turn.  
ASIC extracellular domain contains numerous intersubunit contacts and cavities. The most 
notable of these is represented by the “acidic pocket”, a cluster of several acidic amino acids 
located 45 Å far from the TM domains. It consists of intra-subunit contacts among the finger, 
thumb and -ball domains, together with the palm domain of an adjacent subunit (Jasti et al., 
2007). Three pairs of acidic residues within a small space (~2.8 Å) form carboxyl-carboxylate 
interactions involving aspartates and glutamates side chains in the acidic pocket. Two pairs, 
Asp237-Asp351 and Glu238-Asp347, create connections between the finger and thumb 
domains; a third pair mediates interactions between Glu219 Asp409, located on the -ball of 
one subunit and on the palm of an adjacent subunit, respectively. A fourth carboxyl-carboxylate 
pair makes intra-domain interactions between Glu79 and Glu418, both these residues are 
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located in the palm. All these pairs are conserved in almost all ASIC isoforms but not in other 
members of ENaC/DEG family (Jasti et al., 2007). Because of the presence of several 
negatively charged amino acids, the acidic pocket was proposed to be part of the ASICs proton-
sensing machinery. 
The thumb plays a role in mediating channel desensitization. It has been shown that swapping 
the thumb domain between ASIC1a and ASIC2a, which, despite the high sequence homology, 
display a remarkable difference in proton sensitivity, affected the channel desensitization 
kinetics. More specifically, ASIC1a channels containing the thumb domain of ASIC2a showed 
faster desensitization kinetics, suggesting that this domain contributes to the mechanism that 
controls channel desensitization (Krauson and Carattino, 2016).  
The thumb domain is also an important site for channel modulation. X-ray structures of ASIC1a 
channels in open and desensitized states, but not in resting state, reveal  the presence of three 
chloride ions bound to the channel at the interface between the -ball and thumb domains of 
two different channel subunits (Baconguis et al., 2014; Gonzales et al., 2009; Jasti et al., 2007). 
More specifically, the canonical Cl- binding site comprises two residues (Arg311 and Glu315) 
located in the 4 helix of the thumb domain and one residue (Lys211) in the -ball domain of 
an adjacent subunit (Jasti et al., 2007). These residues are conserved among different ASIC 
isoforms, for this reason it has been suggested that this site might be important for channel 
gating and assembly. The importance of these residues for Cl- binding and its modulation has 
been shown in a functional study where mutation of any of the three residues in ASIC1a 
produced channels that  showed a marked increase of the rate of desensitization and a slowed 
rate of tachyphylaxis (decreased channel response after repeated acidic stimulations), without 
affecting channel pH dependence, suggesting that these residues are required to coordinate Cl- 
binding and modulation. A similar effect on ASIC1a was also observed by replacing chloride 
ions with different extracellular anions. The authors showed that the effect on the 
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desensitization kinetics and tachyphylaxis dependend on the anion type (Kusama et al., 2010). 
This study suggests that chloride ions stabilize an open conformation of the channel by slowing 
the channel desensitization, and facilitates tachyphylaxis. In another study it was found that, 
similar to ASIC1a, different anions modulated the kinetics of desensitization of other ASIC 
channels. However, unlike ASIC1a, anions also modulated the pH dependence of activation of 
different ASIC isoforms and the anion modulation depended on the subunit composition 
(Kusama et al., 2013). Surprisingly, mutation of the three putative Cl--binding sites in ASIC2a 
and ASIC3 had small or no effect on chloride modulation, suggesting the presence of other sites 
responsible for Cl- modulation (Kusama et al., 2013). Modulation by extracellular chloride has 
also been observed in ENaC channels (Collier and Snyder, 2009).  
Interestingly, Yoder and Gouaux have shown in a recent study that in the resting state chloride 
ions do not bind to their canonical site at the interface between -ball and thumb domains, but 
they bind, rather, to an unusual site in the wrist, the portal used by ions to reach the ion channel 
pore. The significance of this non-canonical binding site is not clear, it may be involved in 
channel regulation or selectivity; further experiments will better clarify the importance of this 
site (Yoder and Gouaux, 2018).  
Residues in the thumb domain are also involved in channel modulation by several toxins. A 
recent study reported the cryo-EM structure of cASIC1a in complex with the Mambalgin-1, a 
potent and reversible ASIC1a inhibitor. The structure shows that the toxin directly interacts 
with the 5 helix of the thumb domain of cASIC1a and initiates conformational changes that 
lead to channel inhibition (Sun et al., 2018). Binding of the gating modifier Psalmotoxin1 also 
involves primarily interactions with residues in the 5 of the thumb domain and, depending on 
the species and on the subunit composition, can either inhibit or activate ASIC1 (Er et al., 2017; 
Kellenberger and Schild, 2015). Together these studies further confirm the importance if this 
region in channel modulation and suggest that the thumb domain can serve as potential drug 
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target (Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012; Dawson et al., 2012). Refer to the paragraph 1.3.2. for 
more details about ASIC modulation by Mambalgin-1 and PcTx1. 
 
The finger, -ball and knuckle domains 
The finger is the region with the highest variability and lowest sequence conservation among 
DEG/ENaC family members. In the cASIC1a crystal structure, the finger is oriented toward the 
outside of the protein and is made up of three  helices (1-3) and several loops that make intra 
and inter-domains interactions. The finger is involved in a wide range of functions in ASICs. 
Mutations of residues located in the contact zone between the finger and -ball domains led to 
a decrease in channel expression and maximal current (Bargeton and Kellenberger, 2010).  
Paukert et al. have shown that the residue Asp107 in the 1 helix (Fig. 6) plays an important 
role in proton sensitivity of ASIC1a activation (Paukert et al., 2008). Moreover, it has been 
shown that cleavage by trypsin decreases channel proton affinity by shifting ASIC1a pH 
dependence of both activation and SSD to more acidic values; the residue Arg145, located in 
the finger helix (Fig. 6), is required for cleavage (Vukicevic et al., 2006). 
It has been shown that Zn2+ modulates ASIC channels and that residues involved in this 
regulation are located at different positions within the finger. Only few nanomolar of this 
endogenous trace element are sufficient to inhibit homomeric ASIC1a and heteromeric 
ASIC1a/2a without affecting currents mediated by other homomeric ASICs. Mutation of 
Lys133 (Fig. 6) in ASIC1a extracellular domain abolished the high-affinity Zn2+ inhibition 
(Chu et al., 2004). However, at micromolar concentrations, Zn2+ has an opposite effect and 
potentiates currents mediated by homomeric ASIC2a, but not by homomeric ASIC1a. 
Mutagenesis studies have shown that the residue His163 is essential for Zn2+ potentiating effect 
(Fig. 6)  (Baron et al., 2001). 
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Figure 6. Close-up view showing three  
helices of the finger domain (pink). Asp107 
is involved in ASIC1a activation; Lys133 
mediates Zn2+ inhibition in ASIC1a; 
His163 is involved in Zn2+ potentiation 
effect in ASIC2a; Arg145 is the cleavage 
site by trypsin in ASIC1a. Figure adapted 
from (Baconguis et al., 2014).  
 
The finger, knuckle, thumb and palm domains surround a domain in the internal part of the 
channel: the -ball. This domain is made up of five strands and several loops that make 
connections with the palm and finger domains (Jasti et al., 2007). Mutations of several acidic 
residues within this region have a marked effect on channel activation (Liechti et al., 2010). 
Higher up is located the knuckle domain, which consists of two  helices (6 and 7) that are 
connected to the  strands 10 and 11 of the palm domain, respectively (Fig. 2A).  
 
Ion conduction pathway and transmembrane domain  
Sodium ions are thought to access the channel pore through three oval-shaped fenestrations 
(~4-10 Å). These apertures are located in the wrist, a region that connects the ectodomain to the 
transmembrane domain of the channel. Due to its critical position, the wrist is considered a key 
region for transferring gating motions from the extracellular domain to the channel gate. 
Consistent with this hypothesis, experimental studies have shown that several residues in this 
region play a critical role in channel gating and modulation (Li et al., 2009; Lynagh et al., 
2017b). A modulatory role of the wrist has also been observed in ENaC channels, where 
substitutions of residues located within this region reduced the Na+ self-inhibition of the channel 
(Shi et al., 2012).  
After entering the channel, ions travel through the transmembrane domain to reach the 
intracellular compartment. The transmembrane domain is composed of two  helices (TM1 and 
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TM2) contained in each channel subunit. The TM1 helix contacts the lipid bilayer but it also 
interacts with the TM2 of the same subunit and with the TM1 and TM2 of an adjacent subunit 
(Fig. 7). Together with the external end of the TM1, the TM2 domain lines the pore and contains 
the selectivity filter; residues within this segment are, thus, importantly involved in ion channel 
permeation. The ENaC selectivity filter is represented by the conserved G/S-x-S motif. This 
site corresponds to the residues Glycine 443-Alanine 444-Serine 445 (GAS motif) in ASICs. In 
the cASIC1a structure, this motif is located in the belt that separates the TM2 in TM2a and 
TM2b (Fig. 7).  
Despite different gating properties, the TM2 domain is highly conserved between ASICs and 
ENaC. ENaC is a highly Na+-selective channel (Na+/K+ >100) and it discriminates between 
cations based on their size. It has been shown that a single point mutation of a conserved Ser589, 
located in the TM2 of ENaC  subunit, has a profound effect on channel selectivity, with a 
direct correlation between permeation of larger ions and size of the mutants. This effect was 
explained by an enlargement of the pore when Ser589 was replaced by larger amino acids, 
suggesting that small differences in the amino acid composition lining the pore may confer to 
the channel distinct ion selectivity properties (Kellenberger et al., 1999).  
Based on evidence on ENaC and on experimental studies showing that mutations of GAS 
residues had a profound effect on ion permeability and channel unitary conductance, it was 
initially concluded that the GAS motif was also the ASIC selectivity filter (Li et al., 2011; Yang 
et al., 2009). A conclusion, however, that turned out to be wrong. A recent study has indeed 
shown that there is no preference for sodium ions in the “GAS belt” and described that the 
ASIC selectivity filter is located in the lower end of the channel pore, including the two acidic 
residues Glu452 and Asp455 (Fig. 7) (Lynagh et al., 2017a).  
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Figure 7. Close-up view of the 
pore formed by the TM domains. 
The  helix breaks at the level of 
the GAS belt, separating the TM2 
domain in TM2a and TM2b. 
Glu427 and Asp434 constitute the 
calcium binding sites in ASIC1a. 
Asp434 is the “Deg site. The 
activation and desensitization gates 
are located in the TM2a. ASIC1a 
selectivity filter is represented by 
the residues Glu452 and Asp455, 
in the TM2b. Figure adapted from 
(Baconguis et al., 2014).  
  
Together with the selectivity filter, one of the most important regions is represented by the 
channel gate. The “activation gate” is formed by residues located in the TM2a (Fig. 7) 
(Baconguis et al., 2014). The desensitized cASIC1a structure solved by Gonzales reveals the 
location of the “desensitized gate”, an ~8 Å thick occlusion of the ion conduction pathway 
formed by the residues Asp434 and Gly437, located in the TM2a, resulting in a physical block 
of the transmembrane pore (Gonzales et al., 2009). The structural evidence for the location of 
the gate have been confirmed by a functional study that shows a tight rearrangement of the 
transmembrane domains given by different chemical modification rates of engineered cysteine 
located in this region (Li et al., 2011).  
The Asp434 is also known as “Deg” site (Fig. 7), since mutation of the homologous site in C. 
elegans, DEG-1, produced constitutively open channels leading to degeneration of sensory 
neurons (Eastwood and Goodman, 2012).  
Lowering extracellular calcium concentration increases ASIC proton sensitivity inducing an 
alkaline shift of the pH dependence of activation and SSD, and allowing opening of ASIC3 at 
physiological pH 7.4 (Babini et al., 2002; Immke and McCleskey, 2003; Zhang et al., 2006). In 
addition to this gating effect, calcium ions also modulate ASICs through a blocking effect, by 
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reducing the maximal current amplitude. The residues responsible for Ca2+ blocking effect in 
ASIC1a are Glu427 and Asp434, located at the entrance of the pore (Fig. 7) (Paukert et al., 
2004). Immke et al. proposed a model in which a Ca2+ ion occludes the channel pore preventing 
ion permeation. Following this model, Ca2+ and proton ions compete for a common binding site 
in the pore, and the mechanism underlying channel activation would imply the release of Ca2+ 
block by a marked increase of extracellular protons without involving conformational changes 
of the channel (Immke and McCleskey, 2003). A recent study has shown that the residue 
Glu435 in rASIC3, located above the channel gate, contributes to the formation of the Ca2+ 
block site, since mutation of this residue to glycine, the equivalent residue in chicken ASIC1, 
diminished the rASIC3 Ca2+ block effect (Zuo et al., 2018). Different studies have shown that 
ASIC1a is not opened by the same mechanism as ASIC3 (i.e. relieving a pore-block by Ca2+), 
since mutation of the two ASIC1a Ca2+ binding sites was not sufficient to constitutively open 
the channel (Paukert et al., 2004). 
 
The intracellular domain 
The intracellular ASIC domain comprises two short cytoplasmic N- and C-termini, unresolved 
in ASIC structures. The C-terminus region contains a PDZ domain, a structural domain formed 
by the last four residues of this segment. Its name derives from the first letters of the first three 
proteins discovered to share this domain: post synaptic density protein (PSD95), Drosophila 
disc large tumor suppressor (Dlg1), and zonula occludens-1 protein (Zo-1) (Kennedy, 1995). 
The C-terminus contains also phosphorylation and protein-protein interaction sites, which can 
be important for channel gating and/or regulation. A functional study has shown that 
crosslinking of cysteine residues in the cytoplasmic C-terminus favors the stabilization of 
ASIC1a homodimers (van Bemmelen et al., 2015). 
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The N-terminus contributes to the ion selectivity in ASIC2 and ASIC1a and to the Ca2+ 
permeability in ASIC1 (Bassler et al., 2001; Coscoy et al., 1999). This segment contains the 
conserved HG motif. Mutation of this site in ENaC resulted in a decreased open probability and 
surface expression leading to PHA-1 in humans, while mutation of the corresponding site in C. 
elegans disrupted touch sensitivity (Chang et al., 1996; Hong et al., 2000).  
 
1.3 ASIC Pharmacology  
1.3.1 Synthetic ASIC modulators 
Due to the large site of its extracellular domain, we can easily imagine that many other ligands 
beside protons can bind to the ectodomain to modulate ASIC function. Currently, no drugs are 
clinically used as ASIC inhibitors or modulators. Several synthetic modulators have, however, 
been identified. Among them, the most relevant are described below. 
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are medications widely used to relieve pain 
and reduce inflammation. Their principal mode of action consists in the inhibition of the activity 
of cyclooxygenase enzymes (COX-1 and/or COX-2). In cells, these enzymes are involved in 
the synthesis of prostaglandins, key biological mediators involved in inflammation. NSAIDs, 
such as aspirin, diclofenac and ibuprofen, directly inhibit ASICs in nociceptors but with 
relatively low potency (from 100 M to 3 mM) (Voilley et al., 2001). A recent study has shown 
the mechanism of ibuprofen inhibition of ASIC1a and the putative ibuprofen binding site, which 
involves residues located near the wrist (Lynagh et al., 2017b).  
Amiloride is a diuretic drug typically used to treat hypertension and congestive heart failure. 
Experimental evidence shows that ASIC current is blocked by a concentration of half maximal 
inhibition (IC50) of about 10 to 100 M, depending on ASIC subunit. Compared to ASIC, ENaC 
shows higher sensitivity to amiloride (IC50 of 100 nM) (Canessa et al., 1994; Garty and Palmer, 
1997; Kellenberger and Schild, 2002). Functional studies suggest that amiloride inhibition 
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involves a pore-blocking mechanism via interaction with residues close to the desensitization 
gate and within the extracellular domain (Schild et al., 1997).  
2-guanidine-4-methylquinazoline (GMQ) is a synthetic compound initially described as the first 
non-physiological ASIC activator. Mutagenesis studies have shown that GMQ induces 
sustained activation of ASIC3 channels at physiological pH and that this effect involves two 
glutamates residues located in the highly conserved lower palm domain (Yu et al., 2010; Yu et 
al., 2011). Mutations of these putative binding sites, indeed, abolished the activation by GMQ 
and affected the half maximal effective concentration (EC50). A subsequent study clarified by 
which mechanism GMQ activates ASIC3: it induces a shift of the activation curve to more 
alkaline values, thus indicating that GMQ is not a genuine ASIC3 activator but rather a channel 
gating modifier. In contrast to its effect on ASIC3, the authors have also shown that GMQ 
induces in ASIC1a an acidic shift of the pH dependence of activation (Alijevic and 
Kellenberger, 2012).  
Consistent with the role of ASIC3 nonproton ligand activator, animal studies have shown that 
injecting the synthetic compound into the mouse paw triggered pain behaviours in WT but not 
ASIC3-/- mice (Yu et al., 2010). Moreover, another recent study has shown that injection of 
GMQ into mouse cheek induced itch and pain responses in WT animals; both physiological 
responses were however attenuated by genetic deletion of ASIC3, suggesting an important role 
of these channels in mediating itch and pain behaviour  (Peng et al., 2015). 
 
1.3.2 Animal toxins 
 Several animal toxins have been found to either activate or inhibit ASICs with high potency. 
These molecules are thus considered important tools to explore the potential role of these 
channels in different diseases using animal models (Chu et al., 2011). 
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Psalmotoxin1 (PcTx1) is a 40-amino acids toxin isolated from the venom of the South American 
tarantula Psalmopeus cambridgei. To date, it is the most potent and selective inhibitor of 
ASIC1a. Nanomolar concentrations of this toxin are sufficient to inhibit homomeric ASIC1a 
and heteromeric ASIC1a/2b (IC50 of ~1 nM and ~2.5 nM, respectively) (Escoubas et al., 2000; 
Sherwood et al., 2011). PcTx1 has been considered as a gating modifier rather than a classical 
channel inhibitor, as the inhibition effect does not involve a pore-blocking mechanism but, 
rather, an alkaline shift of the pH dependence of both activation and SSD, thus promoting 
channel desensitization at physiological pH (Chen et al., 2005). Surprisingly, PcTx1 does not 
inhibit ASIC1b but, in contrast, potentiates it at physiological pH. This opposite effect can be 
simply explained by the fact that the SSD curve of ASIC1b is right shifted compared to that of 
ASIC1a (Chen et al., 2006). Surprisingly, PcTx1 activates cASIC1a at pH 7.4 (EC50 ~189 nM) 
probably by an increase of its apparent proton affinity, thus stabilizing its open conformation 
(Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012; Samways et al., 2009).  
APETx2 is a toxin isolated from the sea anemone Antopleura elegantissima. It reversibly 
inhibits both homo- and heteromeric ASIC3 channels (IC50 from ~63 nM to 2 M) (Diochot et 
al., 2004), but its site of action is currently unknown. Interestingly, it has been shown that high 
concentrations of APETx2 inhibit also the Nav1.8 current in DRG neurons (IC50 of ~2.6 M)  
(Blanchard et al., 2012; Peigneur et al., 2012).  
Mambalgins. Mambalgin-1 and -2 have been isolated from the venom of the african snake 
Dendroaspis polylepis polylepis, better known as black Mamba. These toxins inhibit ASIC1a, 
-1b as well as heteromeric ASIC1a channels with an IC50 between 11 and 250 nM (Diochot et 
al., 2012). Functional analyses have shown that these molecules induce a strong acidic shift of 
the activation curve, thus trapping the channel in the closed state (Diochot et al., 2012; Salinas 
et al., 2014; Schroeder et al., 2014). A recent study reported the cryo-EM structure of cASIC1a 
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in complex with the Mambalgin-1, showing that it binds to the 5 helix of the thumb domain 
(Sun et al., 2018).  
Mit-Toxin (MitTx) was discovered as a non-physiological ASIC activator. Isolated from the 
venom of the Texas coral snake Micrurus tener tener, this toxin is a dimer composed of two 
peptides,  and  (Bohlen et al., 2011). The toxin induces a slow opening of ASIC1a, -1b, -3 at 
nanomolar concentrations (EC50 of 9, 23 and 830, respectively), but the mechanism of action is 
not known. A recent paper reported the structure of cASIC1a in complex with the MitTx (Fig. 
4A) (Baconguis et al., 2014). Crystallographic analysis shows that three toxins bind to the 
channel; more precisely, MitTx makes interactions with residues located in the acidic pocket, 
while MitTx interacts mainly with the wrist, palm, and thumb domains (refer to paragraph 
1.2.2 for more details about the cASIC1a structure in complex with MiTx).  
 
1.4 Physiological and pathological roles 
1.4.1 Synaptic plasticity, learning and memory 
The robust ASIC1a expression in hippocampal neurons suggests a possible involvement in the 
regulation of important neurophysiological processes. Consistent with this hypothesis, studies 
conducted in hippocampal slices have reported that genetic deletion of ASIC1a in mice 
abolished most of the acid-evoked current in CNS neurons, impaired long-term potentiation 
(LTP) and induced a deficit in spatial memory, suggesting that homo- and heteromeric ASIC1a 
channels are the primary acid-sensors in neurons and contribute to the development or 
maintenance of LTP (Kellenberger and Schild, 2015; Quintana et al., 2015; Wemmie et al., 
2013). Another study employed an in vitro multi-electrode array system to investigate synaptic 
plasticity in hippocampal slices from WT and ASIC KO mice. This study showed that genetic 
ablation or pharmacological blockade of ASIC1a strongly reduced the hippocampal LTP 
induction without affecting the long-term depression (LTD), another form of synaptic plasticity, 
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confirming an important role of these channels in promoting synaptic plasticity (Liu et al., 
2016). In contrast to these observations, only one study reported that ASIC1a KO mice 
exhibited normal hippocampal LTP and spatial memory. The origin of this discrepancy might 
be due to the different approach utilized to generate KO animals or to different experimental 
conditions (Wu et al., 2013).  
Two recent studies investigated the physiological role of proton-mediated ASIC signaling in 
neurotransmission in the lateral amygdala pyramidal neurons and in the nucleus accumbens 
core neurons. Protons released during presynaptic stimulations induce ASIC excitatory 
postsynaptic current (EPSC). These studies have shown that, compared with glutamate receptor 
current, ASIC current makes a small but important contribution to the EPSC. Indeed, 
presynaptic high-frequency stimulation (HFS) is accompanied by a progressive lowering of the 
extracellular pH, which can in turn activate ASICs while inhibiting NMDA receptors. The 
authors suggest that ASIC1a is a postsynaptic proton receptor required to sustain and enhance 
synaptic transmission over time (Du et al., 2014; Kreple et al., 2014).  
There is evidence showing that ASIC1a modulates the number and length of dendritic spines. 
More specifically, an increase in dendritic spines density has been observed when ASIC1a was 
overexpressed in hippocampal pyramidal neurons, whereas an opposite effect was observed in 
neurons where ASIC1a expression was decreased, further supporting a potential involvement 
of these channels during learning and memory processes (Zha et al., 2006).  
 
1.4.2 Fear-related behaviour 
The amygdala constitutes a key component of the neural circuitry underlying fear learning 
(Duvarci and Pare, 2014). Consistent with the high expression of ASIC1a in this region, several 
studies have been performed to explore a possible role in fear-related behaviour.  
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Wemmie and colleagues have shown that overexpression of ASIC1a in transgenic mice 
increased fear behaviour, whereas deletion of the ASIC1a gene induced deficits in cue and 
context fear-conditioning (Coryell et al., 2007; Wemmie et al., 2003; Wemmie et al., 2004).            
The amygdala acts in the brain as a chemosensor that detects carbon dioxide (CO2). An increase 
in inhaled CO2 reduced brain pH and evoked fear behavior in mice (Ziemann et al., 2009). 
Interestingly, it was shown that removal or inhibition of ASIC1a function significantly reduced 
the CO2-mediated effect, while restoring ASIC1a expression in the basolateral nuclei in the 
amygdala of ASIC1a KO mice rescued the CO2-induced fear deficit, demonstrating an 
important role of ASIC1a in this brain region (Ziemann et al., 2009).  
It was shown that ASIC1a has also a role in anxiety-like behaviour. Coryell and colleagues have 
shown that inhibition of ASIC1a in mice reduces anxiety in behavioural tests, suggesting that 
ASIC1a might be a potential target for antidepressant-like drugs (Coryell et al., 2009).  
 
1.4.3 Nociception 
Nociception refers to detection of harmful stimuli and translation into neuronal signals. Several 
pain-related conditions (e.g. inflammation) are associated with a decrease of the extracellular 
pH. This suggests the presence of some proton sensor receptors that can be activated to mediate 
pain sensation. Transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) and ASIC channels are 
responsible for generating most of the acid-induced current in the peripheral nervous system, 
particularly in sensory neurons (Boscardin et al., 2016). TRPV1 is a nonselective cation channel 
activated by a large variety of physical and chemical stimuli, such as noxious heat (>42°C) and 
capsaicin. TRPV1 is also activated and modulated by extracellular protons (pH50 of ~5.4).  
Several studies conducted with animal models have demonstrated the importance of both ASIC 
and TRPV1 channels in detecting noxious stimuli. Specifically, mice lacking TRPV1 gene 
showed an impaired behavioral response to noxious thermal stimuli and a marked reduced 
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response to extracellular proton compared with WT mice (Caterina et al., 2000). Similarly, 
genetic deletion of ASIC3 in mice significantly reduced tissue inflammation and chronic pain 
(Sluka et al., 2009). Several other studies have confirmed the importance of ASIC3 in pain 
sensation. Local injection of the synthetic compound 2-guanidine-4-methylquinazoline (GMQ) 
into the mouse paw induced pain sensation in wild-type mice but not in ASIC3 null mice (Yu 
et al., 2010). How could a channel with fast and transient gating sense acidosis-induced 
pathological states, which are persistent and can last hours or days? One hypothesis is that 
ASICs can manifest a sustained current, which is normally present in ASIC3 and may occur in 
other ASIC isoforms in presence of different modulators (Wemmie et al., 2006).  
Due to the specific expression of ASIC1b in nociceptors, a potential role in pain sensation has 
been investigated. Intraplantar injection of the snake toxin Mambalgin-1 evoked peripheral 
analgesic effect mediated by ASIC1b-contaning channels, strongly suggesting a role of ASIC1b 
in nociception and hyperalgesia (Diochot et al., 2012). 
There are also evidence showing an ASIC-mediating pain sensation in the CNS. Intrathecal 
administration of PcTx1, or Mambalgin-1, inhibited pain behaviour through specific action on 
homomeric ASIC1a and probably heteromeric ASIC1a/2b (Diochot et al., 2012; Duan et al., 
2007; Mazzuca et al., 2007). 
Together these findings support the notion that ASIC channels are among the principal acid-
sensors involved in the “pain pathway” and importantly contribute to acid-evoked nociception. 
 
1.4.4 Neurodegeneration after ischemia 
The occurrence of a brain ischemia is due to a reduction of the blood flow. In this condition, a 
lack of oxygen or glucose in neurons leads to an increase of the anaerobic metabolism and a 
subsequent raising of lactic acid concentrations up to 12-20 mM, instead of ~1 mM in 
physiological conditions (Immke and McCleskey, 2001; Schurr, 2002).  Severe ischemic stroke 
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results in dramatic pH decrease to ~6 or below (Smith et al., 1986). Moreover, Ca2+ 
accumulation in neurons, mostly due to glutamate receptors, causes toxicity and leads to 
ischemic neuronal injury (Choi, 1988). Homomeric ASIC1a channels are slightly permeable to 
Ca2+ and the acidic environment generated during a brain ischemia seems suitable to activate 
these channels.  
Studies conducted in animal models have shown that ASICs could contribute to the cell damage 
during cerebral ischemia. For instance, animal experiments have reported that up to five hours 
after transient middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO)-induced ischemia, the infarct volume 
in rats decreased by >60% after deletion of ASIC1a gene or pharmacological blockade, 
suggesting that ASIC1a represents a potential new target for the treatment of stroke (Xiong et 
al., 2004). In a similar study the infarct volume was reduced by >50% after 
intracerebroventricular injection of ASIC1a blockers, amiloride and PcTx1 (Pignataro et al., 
2007).  
Interestingly, a recent study shows a potential role of ASIC2 in neuronal ischemia. Jiang and 
coworkers have shown that ASIC2 gene deletion significantly attenuated ischemia-induced 
neuronal injury in hippocampal slices and protected mice brain from ischemic damage, 
suggesting a critical contribution of ASIC2 to neuronal injury in the brain (Jiang et al., 2016). 
How could we explain the contribution of calcium impermeable channels like ASIC1a/2a 
heteromers to neuronal injury? A reasonable explanation is that it occurs through a secondary 
mechanism. Previous studies have reported that ASIC2a facilitates ASIC1a surface trafficking 
and enhances its expression (Harding et al., 2014; Zha et al., 2009). Thus, ASIC2 deletion 
reduces ASIC1a expression and eliminates all ASIC1a/2a heteromeric channels leading to a 
reduction of acid-induced current and, consequently, to neuronal protection (Jiang et al., 2016).  
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1.5 Fluorescence and fluorescence quenching 
The term “luminescence” comes from the Latin word lumen, for «light», and refers to the 
emission of light from any substance. In principle, in order to observe this phenomenon, a 
system has to receive from an external source a certain amount of energy sufficient to trigger a 
light emission. Different types of energy source, therefore, define different types of 
luminescence, such as electroluminescence, radioluminescence, chemiluminescence, and 
photoluminescence. In this last form of luminescence, energy is provided by the absorption of 
electromagnetic radiation between the ultraviolet and infrared wavelengths, which represent the 
two extremities of the visible spectrum (400-700 nm). Photoluminescence is commonly divided 
into two different processes: fluorescence and phosphorescence.  
Fluorescence is a physical process that occurs in certain molecules, called for this reason 
fluorophores or fluorochromes, which become excited after absorption of a certain light. A 
given atom can exchange electromagnetic energy in discrete units, or fundamental quanta 
(singular quantum, Latin for «how much») of energy, called “photons”. A photon is an 
elementary particle without mass, with an energy E=h, where E is the photon energy, h is the 
Planck constant, and is the frequency of radiation. Thereby, a photon is associated to a specific 
frequency, which is inversely proportional to wavelength. As frequency increases (with a 
corresponding decrease in wavelength), the photon energy increases, and vice versa.  
The processes that occur between the absorption and emission of light are best illustrated by 
the Jablonski diagram (Fig. 8). The diagram shows that absorption of a photon at a particular 
wavelength allows the fluorophore to pass from a ground state to high energy singlet states (S1 
and/or S2). This process is extremely fast, in the order of 10-15 seconds. Following the excitation, 
the fluorophore remains in the high energy level for a defined time prior to return to the ground 
state. This time defines the lifetime of a given fluorophore (F). Fluorescence lifetimes are 
usually close to 10 ns.  From the excited state, the fluorophore relaxes within the excited state 
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through a non-radiative loss of energy that typically occurs in ~10-10 seconds, bringing the 
molecule to an intermediate state. Finally, the excess energy from this state is dissipated by 
releasing a photon at a specific wavelength, which allows the return of the fluorophore to the 
ground state. The emission of a photon generates a fluorescence light.  
 
 
Figure 8. Illustration of the Jablonski diagram showing the processes following absorption of 
light by the fluorophore. S1 and S2 represent two different high energy levels.  
 
Importantly, due the dissipation of energy that occurs during the permanence of the fluorophore 
in the excited state, the energy of the emitted photon is typically less than that of the absorbed 
photon, and, consequently, the emitted light is always of longer wavelength than the absorbed 
light. This phenomenon is commonly known as “Stokes shift” and represents one of the 
fundamental properties of a fluorophore. 
 
1.5.1 Quantum yield and fluorescence quenching 
Another important property that characterizes a fluorophore is the fluorescence quantum yield 
(), which gives the efficiency of a fluorescence process. The quantum yield is defined by the 
ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed.  
 
S1 
S2 
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The maximum possible fluorescence quantum yield is 1.0 (100%): each photon absorbed results 
in a photon emitted. However, due to Stokes losses, the fluorescence quantum yield is always 
less than unity. Substances with high quantum yield values display brighter fluorescence 
emissions (Lakowicz, 2006). 
Fluorescence quenching refers to each phenomenon that decreases the fluorescence intensity of 
a given substance. This process can occur either during the excited state, such as collisional 
quenching, energy transfer, or it may occur in the ground state after formation of non-
fluorescent complexes. Common fluorescence quenchers include molecules such as oxygen, 
heavy atoms, like iodide or bromide, amino acids, such as Tryptophan, Tyrosine, Histidine, and 
Methionine, and many others. Fluorescence quenching can occur by different mechanisms. 
Typically, there are two kinds of quenching and both of them require a molecular contact 
between fluorophore and quencher: dynamic and static quenching (Lakowicz, 2006). 
During the excited state, a collisional or dynamic quenching occurs if the fluorophore is 
sufficiently close to the quencher molecule. If this happens, the quencher facilitates the 
transition of the fluorescent molecule from the excited to the ground state. Fluorophores that 
are dynamically quenched show indeed a reduced fluorescence intensity and a shorter lifetime 
(Mansoor et al., 2010). Unlike dynamic quenching, in static quenching the fluorescent probe 
and the molecular quencher form a complex before light absorption, thus in the ground state. 
The resulted statically quenched complexes are, thus, non-fluorescent; they do not contribute 
to the emission intensity and do not affect the fluorescence lifetime (Mansoor et al., 2010).  
 
1.5.2 Voltage-clamp fluorometry: principle and functional applications 
In response to ligand binding or membrane depolarization, ion channels undergo 
conformational changes that are required to open the ion conduction pathway. Understanding 
the gating motions and the channel domains mainly involved, may help to modulate the channel 
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response and, consequently, the physiological and pathological processes in which they are 
involved.  
Voltage-clamp fluorometry (VCF) is a powerful technique widely used to detect structural 
rearrangements during channel activity. VCF combines electrophysiology, molecular biology, 
chemistry and fluorescence into a single experimental approach.  
The current is measured by a classic Two-electrode voltage-clamp (TEVC) setup, while 
detection of fluorescence signals requires additional optical components (e.g. excitation lamp, 
light band-pass filters and photodiode). To monitor channel conformational changes, VCF 
requires the use of environmental fluorescent probes, whose properties have been described in 
the previous paragraph. The VCF principle is as follows: a channel of interest is modified to 
include an engineered single cysteine residue at a strategic position. The cysteine is then 
selectively modified with an organic thiol-reactive fluorophore, which, in principle, specifically 
recognizes and reacts with the only available engineered cysteine of the channel (Gandhi and 
Olcese, 2008). The presence of structural rearrangements is assayed via differences in the 
fluorescence emission, which can be influenced by several factors, such as changes in the 
fluorophore exposure to the solvent and/or presence of nearby quenching molecules. Changes 
in the level of the emitted light indicate that conformational changes occur during channel 
gating. Therefore, VCF allows a correlation between changes in channel structure (given by the 
presence of specific fluorescence signals) with those occurring in channel function (current 
recording). Moreover, due to its high time resolution, the VCF technique does not only tell us 
that a specific movement takes place, but it also provides the timing at which a structural change 
occurs. However, the VCF does not provide any information about the direction of the observed 
movements.  
To infer information on the relative direction of movements, the voltage-clamp fluorometry can 
be combined with the fluorescence quenching. The emission of fluorophores is sensitive to the 
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local environment (i.e. presence of a hydrophobic or hydrophilic environment) but also to the 
proximity of neighboring quenching groups. Imagine for example that a fluorophore is in close 
proximity to an endogenous Tryptophan (Trp) in a specific channel domain; depending on the 
changes in distance and orientation between fluorophore and quencher, the resulting 
fluorescence signal can be either positive, indicating an increased distance between them, or 
negative, suggesting that probe and quencher are approaching each other. The fluorescence 
signal is generally represented as a change relative to the total signal (F/F). Artificial addition 
or removal of a quencher can then be used as a reference to indicate the relative direction of 
fluorophore movement. Importantly, quenching by Tryptophan only occurs in a short range of 
distance (5-15 Å). This approach has already been successfully applied in several studies 
(Bonifacio et al., 2014; Gwiazda et al., 2015b; Mansoor et al., 2010; Pantazis and Olcese, 2012; 
Vullo et al., 2017). 
Despite numerous advantages, the VCF technique shows, however, some limitations. Firstly, 
the fluorophore has its own length (usually from about 7 Å to 10 Å), which can perturb the 
structure of the protein and, consequently, limits the interpretation of fluorescence changes (F) 
in terms of structural changes; secondly, commonly used fluorescent probes cannot cross the 
plasma membrane, precluding thus the detection of conformational changes in the intracellular 
channel domains; thirdly, cysteine residues better exposed to the solvent are more accessible to 
form covalent bonds with the fluorophore, compared to cysteine residues located deep inside 
the protein; finally, the time resolution of the VCF could not be sufficient to resolve 
conformational changes in channels that display rapid transition kinetics. These technical 
limitations can be overcome by several other methods (Chatterjee et al., 2013; Kalstrup and 
Blunck, 2013; Wulf and Pless, 2018). 
Fluorimetric measurements can also be combined with the Cut-Open Vaseline Gap (COVG), 
which represents a variant of the classic voltage-clamp technique. Even though COVG is more 
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difficult to implement, it shows several advantages over the TEVC. The main benefits include 
a more rapid clamping, which is required to accurately record fast channel kinetics; improved 
signal-to-noise ratio, and the possibility to modulate the intracellular and extracellular 
milieu. For these reasons, recording with COVG in combination with VCF are particularly 
useful to study the properties of fast-activating ion channels and their gating motions (Rudokas 
et al., 2014; Stefani and Bezanilla, 1998). 
VCF technique was first developed to investigate conformational changes of the S4 
transmembrane segment of the Shaker K+ channel expressed in Xenopous oocytes (Mannuzzu 
et al., 1996). In this study, the authors observed a decreased emission when the fluorophore 
tetramethylrhodamine-5-maleimide (TMRM) was attached at the extracellular end of the S3-
S4 linker of the channels. The presence of negative fluorescence signals was interpreted as a 
movement from a hydrophobic to a polar environment during depolarization. Indeed, they 
found a correlation between the outward translocation of the S4 helix (as measured by changes 
in fluorescence emission) and channel gating currents. A similar study conducted by Cha and 
Bezanilla confirmed the presence of conformational changes in the S4 helix. The authors found 
that some of these structural changes correlated with the current kinetics of activation and 
inactivation (Cha and Bezanilla, 1997). 
Since the first pioneer studies, VCF has been extended to many other ion channels, such as 
voltage-gated proton channels, Na+-coupled Pi cotransporter, glycine receptor, proton-activated 
ion channels, P2X1 receptor (Bonifacio et al., 2014; Lorinczi et al., 2012; Smith and Gonzales, 
2014; Virkki et al., 2006; Wang and Lynch, 2012). 
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2. Hypotheses and aims  
Much progress has been made in the past years in the understanding of the structural and 
functional aspects of ASIC channels. Crystal ASIC structures have been solved in the closed, 
open and desensitized states, several putative proton-binding sites have been identified, and a 
large number of functional studies have provided invaluable insights into our understanding of 
ASIC gating. Despite this amount of research that has been conducted over the years, the 
molecular mechanisms leading to ASIC activation are still poorly understood. We hypothesize 
that proton binding to several ASIC extracellular domains initiates conformational changes that 
are probably propagated through the lower palm domain and the wrist to the transmembrane 
domains, where the pore and channel gates lie. It would be, therefore, very useful to investigate 
the type and the timing of these conformational changes to understand how these structural 
changes drive channel activity. For a better comprehension of the molecular mechanisms 
underlying channel activation, it is also very important to identify more accurately the proton-
binding sites. 
 
Specific aims 
1) Determine whether pH sensing in the acidic pocket or in the palm domain is essential for 
ASIC activation by extracellular protons. 
2) Describe conformational changes in the acidic pocket, which has been suggested to be the 
primary site for ASIC H+ sensing. 
3) Describe conformational changes in the palm and wrist, which are expected to transmit the 
structural changes induced by protonation of extracellular residues to the channel pore.  
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Strategies 
To address the first two aims, we combined mutagenesis and VCF experiments to determine 
whether, and on which extent, channel activation depends on protonation events in the acidic 
pocket and palm domain, and whether conformational changes in the acidic pocket are 
compatible with a role in channel activation. This work is described in the published paper 
“Conformational dynamics and role of the acidic pocket in ASIC pH-dependent gating” 
(paragraph 3.1). 
To address the third aim, we employed the VCF technique to investigate the structural 
rearrangements occurring in the lower palm and wrist during channel activity, and correlate 
them with a specific channel transition. This work is described in the prepared manuscript 
“Rapid and slow conformational changes in the lower palm and wrist region associated with 
ASIC1a gating transitions” (paragraph 3.2).  
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3. Results 
3.1 Project 1: Role of the acidic pocket and palm domain in hASIC1a 
Article:  Conformational dynamics and role of the acidic pocket in ASIC pH-dependent  
gating 
Authors: Sabrina Vullo, Gaetano Bonifacio, Sophie Roy, Niklaus Johner, Simon Bernèche 
and Stephan Kellenberger 
 
In the first part of this project, we asked whether protonation events in the acidic pocket and 
palm domain are required for channel activation. We found that combination of neutralization 
mutations of a large number of titratable acidic pocket residues did not prevent the opening of 
the channel in response to an acidic stimulation, but, rather, fine-tuned its pH dependence. In 
the palm, neutralizing mutations of several acidic residues impaired channel desensitization, 
leading, in some cases, to the disappearance of the transient ASIC component and to the 
appearance of a sustained current component. Our results suggest that protonation in the acidic 
pocket is not essential for channel activation, whereas, protonation in the palm is required for 
normal desensitization. The second part of the project aimed at elucidating the structural 
rearrangements within the acidic pocket occurring during channel activity. Using the voltage-
clamp fluorometry technique, we found conformational changes in the acidic pocket related to 
both activation and desensitization, and proposed a model that likely predicts the 
conformational changes in this region during ASIC activity.  
Our study provides important insights on two key regions in the extracellular domain involved 
in ASIC1a pH-dependent gating.  
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My contribution to the manuscript:  
The mutagenesis and functional test of potential pH sensing residues were carried out by Sophie 
Roy, technician in the laboratory. The screening of the cysteine mutants within the acidic pocket 
was performed by the former PhD student, Dr. Gaetano Bonifacio. I performed and analyzed 
most of the experiments for the voltage-clamp fluorometry, and all the experiments asked by 
the reviewers. I contributed to the writing of the manuscript.  
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3.2 Project 2: Conformational changes in the lower palm and wrist domains 
Prepared manuscript for publication: Rapid and slow conformational changes in the lower 
palm and wrist region associated with ASIC1a gating transitions 
Authors: Sabrina Vullo, Nicolas Ambrosio and Stephan Kellenberger 
Proton binding events in different extracellular domains lead to several conformational changes 
that are probably propagated through the lower palm domain and wrist to the transmembrane 
domains, where the pore and channel gates reside. The wrist constitutes the structural junction 
that directly connects the palm to the transmembrane domains and provides the pathway 
through which the ions flow into the pore. Therefore, structural changes in this region likely 
play a critical role in transmitting an activation signal to the channel gate. In this study, we used 
the voltage-clamp fluorometry technique to investigate the conformational changes occurring 
in the lower palm domain and in the wrist during channel activation and desensitization. Our 
results showed fast conformational changes in the wrist with the same timing as channel 
activation, whereas the palm domain undergoes slow conformational changes consistent with a 
role in channel desensitization. Moreover, the introduction of an engineered fluorescence 
quencher at different channel domains revealed structural rearrangements occurring between 
two distinct ASIC subunits and correlated with specific channel transitions.  
In summary, our studies suggest that proton binding to the extracellular domain of ASIC1a 
induces conformational changes in the lower palm and in wrist regions most likely important 
for transmitting the transduction signal to the channel gate. Our findings provide new insights 
on the basic mechanisms controlling ASIC activity and may be relevant for other ENaC/DEG 
family members.    
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My contribution to the manuscript:  
I made a certain number of mutations, screened 2/3 of the 86 tested mutants in VCF, performed 
and analyzed a large amount of experiments, made all the figures and wrote a first draft of the 
manuscript. The second part of the screening and analysis of the experiments have been 
performed by the master student Nicolas Ambrosio.  
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Abstract 
Acid-Sensing Ion Channels (ASICs) are trimeric proton-gated and Na+-conducting channels 
that are widely expressed in neurons of the central and peripheral nervous systems and play 
important physiological and pathological roles as pH sensors. Although chicken ASIC1a 
structures have been solved in the closed, open and desensitized states, the mechanisms by 
which protonation of extracellular titratable residues promotes channel opening are still poorly 
defined. The extracellular part of ASIC subunits is connected at its central domain, the palm, 
via two short and flexible segments forming the “wrist” to the transmembrane domains that 
contain the ion pore and the channel gates. In this study, we used voltage-clamp fluorometry to 
investigate the conformational changes occurring in the lower palm domain and in the wrist 
during channel activation and desensitization. Strategically placed fluorophores reported slow 
conformational changes related to channel desensitization in the palm, and fast conformational 
changes, likely associated with channel opening, in the wrist. Introduction of quenching groups 
at several positions within the thumb, palm and -ball domains, in combination with 
fluorophores placed in the palm, allowed the detection of fluorescence changes with different 
kinetics, depending on the positioning of the quenching group. This identified inter-subunit 
rearrangements in this region with the timing of channel opening and desensitization. Our 
findings highlight the importance of the palm and wrist in transmitting the activation signal to 
the ASIC pore, and lay a basis for future studies aimed at modulating these channels. 
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Introduction 
Ion channels gated by extracellular ligands are integral membrane proteins that control many 
signaling processes in our body. To open an ion channel, specific ligands bind to the 
extracellular domain leading thereby to the opening of channel pore located in the membrane, 
rendering it permeable to small ions. This involves a signal transmission within the ion channel, 
from the ligand binding site to the channel pore (Hille, 2001). For classical ligand-gated ion 
channels it was shown that the binding of the ligand changes the conformation of the channel 
protein, and that this conformational change leads to the opening of the channel pore (Nemecz 
et al., 2016). Acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) are a special kind of ion channels, since 
protons – as opposed to small molecules – are their activating ligands (Kellenberger and Schild, 
2015; Waldmann et al., 1997b).  Protons will not bind to one defined binding site within each 
channel subunit; rather, an increase in proton concentration (=lowering of pH) will change the 
protonation state of residues whose pKa is between the pH before and after the solution change. 
Such changes in the charge of amino acid side chains likely induce conformational changes 
leading to channel opening. The molecular mechanisms of ASIC activation are currently not 
known. ASICs are Na+-conducting ion channels of the central and peripheral nervous system. 
Since they are involved in the expression of fear, neurodegeneration after ischemic stroke, 
learning and pain sensation, they are attractive potential drug targets. A better understanding of 
the molecular mechanisms of ASIC function is needed for the design and development of 
appropriate ASIC inhibitors or activators. For this reason, we have set out to investigate possible 
mechanisms of signaling between proton-sensing sites and the pore of ASIC1a.  
Four different ASIC genes are known that give rise to 6 different subunits in rodents, ASIC1a, 
ASIC1b, ASIC2a, ASIC2b, ASIC3 and ASIC4. The subunits are widely expressed in the 
nervous system, with ASIC1b and ASIC3 mostly in the PNS, ASIC4 mostly in the CNS, 
ASIC1a, -2a and -2b in both CNS and PNS. The channel properties (pH dependence, kinetics) 
depend on the subunit composition (Kellenberger and Schild, 2015; Wemmie et al., 2013). 
ASICs respond to a sustained extracellular acidification with a transient current of a duration 
of tens of milliseconds to seconds, because after opening, these channels enter a non-conducting 
desensitized state. Therefore, ASICs can exist in three different functional states, closed, open 
and desensitized. Crystal structures of chicken ASIC1a were published in conformations that 
most likely correspond to the closed (Yoder et al., 2018), toxin-opened (Baconguis et al., 2014; 
Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012; Dawson et al., 2012), and the desensitized state (Gonzales et al., 
2009; Jasti et al., 2007). Functional ASICs are trimers of homologous or identical subunits 
(Bartoi et al., 2014). Each subunit consists of intracellular N- and C-terminal ends, not resolved 
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in the crystal structures, two transmembrane -helices, and a large ectodomain, whose shape 
was compared to a hand holding a small ball, with individual parts named palm, knuckle, -
ball (scaffolding, -strand-rich, central part), as well as the thumb and finger that contain several 
-helices and are located at the outside of the channel protein (Fig. 1A). The palm forms the 
continuation of the transmembrane helices. Extracellular ions access the pore via fenestrations 
located just above the plasma membrane, and the extracellular vestibule, located above the pore. 
The transition zone between the transmembrane part and the palm is called the wrist. Farther 
up, the three palm domains enclose another cavity, the central vestibule. Each ASIC channel 
contains in addition three acidic pockets, which are enclosed by the thumb, finger and -ball of 
one, and the palm of a neighboring subunit. The comparison of the crystal structures shows that 
the extended acidic pockets, seen in the closed state, collapse upon opening. In the open state, 
the lower palm and transmembrane segments (TM)2 move away from each other, and the 
extracellular vestibule and the pore are substantially widened. Upon desensitization, these 
domains adapt a conformation that is close to, but not identical with that of the closed state 
(Yoder et al., 2018). Except for these differences, no changes in the ectodomain were observed 
between the toxin-opened and desensitized conformations. The acidic pocket contains many 
acidic residues, and it was suggested that acidification allows its collapse, and that this 
conformational change induces the opening of the pore (Jasti et al., 2007). Functional studies 
showed that the acidic pocket contributes to ASIC activation, that it is however not essential, 
and that other domains such as the palm and the wrist likely also contribute to pH sensing 
(Krauson and Carattino, 2016; Krauson et al., 2013; Liechti et al., 2010; Lynagh et al., 2018; 
Paukert et al., 2008; Vullo et al., 2017). The lower palm domains of the three residues move 
towards each other during desensitization, and preventing this movement impairs 
desensitization (Roy et al., 2013).  
If proton sensors in the acidic pocket, palm or domains located farther up are protonated, a 
possible path for transmitting this information to the pore is via the palm domain, which is 
covalently linked to the transmembrane segments. As mentioned above, several studies have 
provided a strong link between the palm and desensitization. Glu418 of the palm was however 
also identified as contributing to activation (Krauson et al., 2013; Liechti et al., 2010). Two 
loops located just above the lower palm domain, the 1-2 and 11-12 loops, interact with 
each other and co-determine the ASIC current kinetics, supporting an involvement of these 
loops in activation and desensitization (Coric et al., 2003; Li et al., 2010a, b; Springauf et al., 
2011). The wrist forms the interface between the transmembrane and extracellular channel parts 
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and provides the fenestrations through which ions gain access to the pore. In addition, the wrist 
may also itself contribute to the pH-dependent gating, since each subunit contains three His 
residues, His70, His72 and His73, of which His73 is in close proximity of Asp78 of a 
neighboring subunit. Combined mutation of some of these residues was shown to suppress 
ASIC currents without much affecting the cell surface expression (Paukert et al., 2008). 
Aromatic interactions between the wrist and the -turn, a small linker connecting the 9 strand 
of the palm to the 4 helix of the thumb, are required to preserve the function of the channel 
(Li et al., 2009). 
The crystal structures provide important information for the understanding of molecular 
mechanisms of the control of ASIC activity. They do however not explain the transitions 
between the functional states, nor do they identify the forces that drive the conformational 
changes leading to the transitions. We used here voltage-clamp fluorometry (VCF) to study the 
kinetics of conformational changes in the palm and wrist regions, in order to gain information 
on their possible involvement in activation and desensitization. We show that conformational 
changes occurring in the 1-2 linker of the palm are likely involved in channel desensitization. 
The introduction of a quencher group at several positions close to this linker reveals structural 
rearrangements of different ASIC domains associated with both activation and desensitization. 
The lower palm – wrist axis undergoes significant structural changes upon extracellular 
acidification, consistent with a role in ASIC activation.  
 
Results 
Conformational changes in the 1-2 linker of the palm. Residues of interest in human 
ASIC1a were mutated to Cys, and the mutant channels were expressed in Xenopus laevis 
oocytes. Prior to the experiment, oocytes were exposed to maleimide derivatives of 
AlexaFluor488 or CF488A to attach the fluorophore to the engineered Cys residues. We used 
then VCF, which allows the simultaneous measurement of ionic currents and of fluorescent 
signals. We have previously shown that exposure of WT ASIC1a to the maleimide derivatives 
of these two fluorophores does not lead to fluorescence changes upon acidification (Bonifacio 
et al., 2014), indicating that the fluorophores are attached to the engineered Cys residues. Three 
fluorophore docking positions in the 1-2 linker, A81, S83 and Q84, yielded robust 
fluorescence changes (F, Fig. 1A-B). The F signals indicate that conformational changes 
occur. The F may be due to changes in solvent exposure of the fluorophore, or to changes of 
the exposure to nearby quenching groups (Pantazis and Olcese, 2012). A candidate quenching 
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group in the vicinity of these residues is Tyr417 (Fig. 1A). When Tyr417 was mutated to Val 
in the background of these Cys mutants, the F signal was lost in the background of A81C and 
S83C, and showed an apparent, but not significant decrease in Q84C/Y417V (Fig. 1B-D), 
indicating that the F signal in the single mutants A81C and S83C is due to a change in distance 
or orientation relative to Tyr417, and that this may be partially the case for Q84C. The three 
single mutants displayed a negative F, suggesting that the fluorophore attached to the Cys 
mutants approached Tyr417 when the pH was changed. To determine during which functional 
transition these conformational changes occurred, we measured the kinetics of the currents and 
of the F signals. Figure 1E plots the rise time (time between reaching 10% and 90% of the 
maximal amplitude) of the F onset (red symbols), the current appearance (black), and the 
decay time of the current desensitization (blue). The data show that the F onset was slower 
than the current appearance but faster than the current decay, indicating that the movements 
occur after channel opening but before desensitization. The conformational changes that 
generate the F may therefore prepare ASIC desensitization. In addition, the pH dependence 
of the F signals of the single cysteine mutants showed an alkaline shift compared to that of 
current activation, and overlapped the pH dependence of SSD (Fig. S1). Tyr417 is located on 
the  strand 12 of the palm. Our observation suggests a relatively slow distance change between 
the 1-2 linker and  strand 12, which is consistent with the known role of this structure in 
desensitization.  
 
Intersubunit conformational changes involved in ASIC1a gating transitions. We took then 
advantage of the double mutants in the 1-2 linker and  strand 12 to determine the timing 
and direction of distance changes between fluorophores attached to A81C, S83C or Q84C and 
engineered Trp residues introduced at different positions, and acting as fluorescence quenchers. 
A total number of 30 triple mutants was tested within this region, 11 of which showed a specific 
fluorescence signal. Trp residues were placed in the 5-6 linker of the -ball (R206, K208, 
M210), in the -turn (T289), the thumb-palm 5-10 linker (D357, Q358, E359) and the 10-
strand of the palm (L369). Of these four groups, the quenching occurs between residues of the 
same subunit for Trp residues introduced in the 5-6 linker, while the quenching occurs across 
subunits for the other three groups (Fig. 2A). Representative traces of these mutants show that 
many of the F were negative and sustained, while some were positive, and several combined, 
with negative and positive components (Fig. 2B). The analysis of the current and F rise times 
identifies four pairs in which the F is faster or of the same speed as the current appearance, 
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A81C/Y417V/L369, S83C/Y417V/T289W, S83C/Y417V/E359W and S83C/Y417V/L369W 
(Fig. 2C). For almost all these mutants, there is no significant difference in the delay between 
current and fluorescence appearance (Fig. 2E). For most of the triple mutants, the F onset is 
faster than the current decay (Fig. 2D). It is likely that during these gating transitions, both 
partners, i.e. the fluorophore and the engineered Trp, move. In this case, the kinetics of the 
appearance of the F depends on the relative movement of both partners. In the single mutants 
S83C and Q84C, the similar time course of the F onset kinetics with those of current decay 
indicates that the fluorophore and the quencher move towards each other with the kinetics of 
current decay. If they both move in the same direction, but one faster than the other, the kinetics 
of the F reflect this difference in speed. The fast F kinetics observed with the four triple 
mutants indicate that at least one of the partners (A81/L369, S83/T289, S83/E359, S83/L369) 
moves with the speed of activation. Overall, we observe more negative signals, thus mostly 
approaching between Cys-Trp partners. The most rapid F signals reflect an approaching of 
the 5-10 linker (Glu359), the 10 strand (Leu369) and the -turn (Thr289) towards the 1-
2 linker. Slower signals indicate an approaching between the 1-2 linker and Tyr417 of  
strand 12, and the closer part of the 5-6 linker, whereas the distance between Ala81 and 
Met210 (5-6 linker) and Gln358 (located close to the 5-10 helix) increases.  
 
Fast conformational changes in the wrist. Both potential signaling pathways from the 
putative pH sensors to the pore, which occur via the palm domain or via the -turn-TM1 
interaction of residues Trp287 and Tyr71, involve the wrist. We have placed fluorophores at 
different positions in wrist and upper pore region, and found for several of them F signals 
(Fig. 3A-B). Several mutants (E63C, H70C, Y71C, H72C, T419C and K424C) showed 
composite F signals, with positive and negative components. The kinetics of single component 
F signals, and of the faster component of two-component F signals in this area had either the 
same timing as the current appearance (H70C, Y71C, H72C, T419C, K424C, I428C) or were 
faster (E63C, A425C (p<0.05 and p<0.001, respectively); Fig. 3C). For some of them, the 
fluorescence signal appeared before the current activation (Fig. 3E). We have previously 
measured fast F signals in different ASIC1a domains, however, had not used the perfusion 
system that measures current and F at approximately the same part of the oocyte surface 
(Bonifacio et al., 2014; Gwiazda et al., 2015a). Some of these mutants were re-measured for 
kinetic comparison of F and current kinetics (Methods). Comparison with these mutants (Fig. 
S2) shows that the F kinetics of the fast wrist mutants were similar to those of fast residues 
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further distal of the pore (finger, knuckle and acidic pocket) identified in these previous studies 
(Bonifacio et al., 2014; Gwiazda et al., 2015a; Vullo et al., 2017). 
As a measure of how the F onset kinetics relate to those of current appearance, we determined 
at pH6 the ratio rise time F/rise time I (compare Fig. 2F-3G-S2C). The analysis shows that 
the conformational changes in the more distant parts occur with a similar timing as the wrist 
mutants and as the four “fast” triple mutants in the region of the palm 1-2 linker. 
We have previously found with mutants in most ASIC domains, even for mutants showing rapid 
F kinetics, that the pH50 of the F signal was more alkaline than the pH50 of the current 
amplitude, and was for many mutants close to the midpoint of SSD, the pHD50  (Bonifacio et 
al., 2014; Vullo et al., 2017). In the tested wrist mutants, the pH50 of the current was 
significantly different from that of the WT, and the pHD50  was in all mutants very close to the 
WT value (Fig. 3F). These values were all determined on mutants that had been labeled with 
the fluorophore. The pH50 of the F signal was in E63C similar to the pHD50  of the current, it 
was in several mutants between the current pHD50  and pH50 values, and in some of them (H72C, 
T419C, K424C, A425C) closer to the pH50, or even lower than this value.  
                  
Discussion 
The crystal structures of cASIC1a in complex with the gating modifier Psalmotoxin-1 or Mit-
Toxin reveal structural rearrangements of the three channel subunits that displace the 1 and 
12 strands of the palm domain toward the membrane and the TM1 and TM2a away from the 
central vertical axis of the channel. Here, we investigated the conformational changes in the 
lower palm and wrist regions of hASIC1a following extracellular acidification from functional 
experiments. Environmental-sensitive fluorophores attached to cysteine residues in these 
regions reported fluorescence changes of different types and related with specific functional 
transitions.  
 
Conformational changes in the 1-2 linker prepare channel desensitization 
Our VCF experiments have shown that the loop connecting the palm and the -ball domains 
undergoes dynamic structural changes upon extracellular acidification, given by the presence 
of negative F signals. We found that the presence of these signals was mostly due to quenching 
events by the close Tyr417, located in the 12 strand. Since quenching events depend on 
changes in distance and orientation between fluorophore and quencher, a negative fluorescence 
emission would indicate a displacement of the residues located in this linker toward the 12 
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strand. Analysis of the timing of the observed movements indicates that they are slower than 
channel activation but faster than desensitization, suggesting that these residues likely prepare 
channel desensitization. In addition, we found that the pH dependence of the F signals exactly 
overlaps that of the SSD. In agreement with our observations, comparison between crystal 
structures indicate that residues in the 1-2 linker approach the 12 strand when the channel 
transits from the open to the desensitized state (Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012; Gonzales et al., 
2009).  
The role of the 1-2 linker in channel desensitization has been investigated in several 
functional studies. Coric et al. made chimeric channels between rat and fish ASIC1, whose 
desensitization kinetics are much faster than those of rat, to identify residues that contribute to 
this functional transition. They found that a tract of three residues (Ser83-Gln84-Leu85, human 
protein) in the 1-2 linker was responsible for the faster desensitization kinetics in fish 
ASIC1a (Coric et al., 2003). Similarly, other mutagenesis and functional studies have shown 
that mutation of residues located in this linker impaired the rate of desensitization and in some 
cases led to the development of a sustained current component (Li et al., 2010b, c; Springauf et 
al., 2011). Together these studies support the notion that residues in the 1-2 linker facilitate 
the transition from the open to the desensitized state.  
 
Intersubunit fluorescence quenching points to conformational changes involved in proton-
dependent gating of ASIC1a  
The 1-2 linker faces the palm domain of a neighboring subunit, which is directly connected 
to the 5 of the thumb domain through a flexible loop. To infer information about the structural 
rearrangements in this region, a Trp quencher was introduced at several positions in double 
mutants lacking the endogenous quencher Tyr417. Analysis of the types and the timing of the 
detected fluorescence changes indicates that residues of the 5-10 strand loop, the -turn and 
the strand 10 approach the 1-2 linker of an adjacent subunit during and immediately after 
channel activation, suggesting that structural changes in these regions may be involved in 
channel opening and in the transition from the open to desensitized state. All the observed 
movements are faster than channel desensitization and may have a role in the closing of the 
palm domains toward the central axis after channel protonation (Della Vecchia et al., 2013; Roy 
et al., 2013).  
The structural dynamics of these regions has also been observed by applying normal mode 
analysis (Yang et al., 2009). This study provides evidence for structural rearrangements 
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associated to the 1-2 linker and to the β-turn. The authors suggest that these motions may be 
important for transmitting the transduction signal to the channel gate.  
Slower movements were observed in our VCF study in the 5-6 linker of the -ball domain, 
bringing the residues Lys208 and Arg206 close to the 1-2 linker, and the residue Met210 
away from it. Comparison of the crystal structures shows a decreased distance between the 10 
strand and the 1-2 linker of the palm domain and between the -turn and the 1-2 linker, 
occurring during channel opening, thus in agreement with our findings. Small or no structural 
changes of the 5 helix-10 loop and 5-6 linker were, however, observed between the open 
and desensitized structures (Baconguis et al., 2014; Gonzales et al., 2009). This discrepancy of 
the prediction of an absence of conformational changes from the crystal structures, and evidence 
of conformational changes by VCF, may be due to the fact that the crystal structures show a 
cASIC1a channel opened by toxins. It is possible, that the toxin-bound open conformation does 
not correspond to the proton-opened conformation. The importance of intersubunit interactions 
in this region was highlighted in a recent functional study conducted by Yoder and Gouaux 
(Yoder et al., 2018). They showed that introduction of a disulfide bridge between the end of the 
5 helix of the thumb and the 1-2 linker of the palm of a neighboring subunit keeps the 
channel in an expanded conformation, thus preventing channel opening, consistent with the 
presence of structural rearrangement in this region during channel activity.  
In summary, these results report conformational changes involved in both activation and 
desensitization and provide insights about the structural rearrangements occurring between 
different ASIC subunits.  
 
Fluorescence changes in the post-TM1 and pre-TM2 loops report conformational changes 
related with channel opening 
The wrist region is formed by two small linkers that directly connect the 1 and 12 strands of 
the palm domain to the TM1 and TM2, respectively. This region constitutes also the conduction 
pathway utilized by ions to enter the channel. We hypothesized that the post-TM1 and pre-TM2 
linkers undergo structural reorganization upon channel proton binding and that these motions 
may transmit the transduction signal to the gate to activate the channel.  
Fluorophores attached to several cysteine residues in the wrist reported fluorescence signals 
characterized by the presence of two distinct components with opposite polarity. The first 
component was always of bigger amplitude compared to the second one and was faster or of 
the same timing as the current activation. We have previously observed F signals with two 
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components in the acidic pocket (Vullo et al., 2017). With the acidic pocket mutants, the first 
component of the F signal was however in all cases much smaller than the second component. 
Consistent with a role in channel opening, the pH dependence of the fluorescence signals was 
for about half of the mutants in the wrist close to the pH dependence of current activation. In a 
previous study conducted by Passero and colleagues, it was shown that the segment preceding 
the TM2 domain undergoes structural rearrangements upon extracellular acidification 
associated with channel opening (Passero et al., 2009). This study, however, was limited to only 
one residue, Glu427, and did not provide information about the conformational changes of 
adjacent regions.  
A functional study has shown that combined neutralization of titratable residues in the loop 
preceding the TM1 domain produced proton-insensitive channels that were normally expressed 
at the cell surface (Paukert et al., 2008). Moreover, disruption of the aromatic interaction 
between the post-TM1 segment and the -turn reduced channel proton affinity or abolished 
channel function (Li et al., 2009), suggesting that this region may be critically involved in ASIC 
proton sensing.  
A recent study indicates that the wrist of ASIC1a is a drug target site. The authors identified 
residues in the wrist as likely binding sites for channel inhibition by ibuprofen (Lynagh et al., 
2017b). The wrist has a role in the regulation of ENaC channels as well. A functional study has 
shown that the extent of ENaC Na+ self-inhibition was reduced by selected cysteine mutations 
of residues within the wrist (Shi et al., 2012).   
In summary, our study reveals dynamic conformational changes in the post-TM1 and pre-TM2 
regions associated with channel activation, and intersubunit interactions in the palm domain 
consistent with a role in both activation and desensitization. Our findings add important insights 
on the structural changes underlying ASIC gating and may open a new path for future studies 
aimed at modulating these channels.  
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Materials and Methods 
 
Molecular biology 
The human ASIC1a cDNA construct was cloned into a  pSP65 vector containing 5’- and 3’- 
untranslated sequences for expression in Xenopous oocytes. Point mutations were introduced 
by site-directed mutagenesis using KAPA HiFi HotStart PCR polymerase (KAPA Biosystems). 
All mutations were verified by direct sequencing (Synergen Biotech). Complementary RNAs 
were synthetized in vitro using mMESSAGE mMACHINE SP6 kit (Ambion/Applied 
Biosystems).   
 
Oocyte expression  
Surgical removal of oocytes was carried out as described previously (Liechti et al., 2010). 
Healthy oocytes stages V and VI were collected from adult female Xenopous laevis in 
accordance with the Swiss federal law on animal welfare and approved by the committee on 
animal experimentation of the Canton de Vaud. Oocytes were injected with 0.02-1 g/L of 
cRNA encoding hASIC1a WT and mutants. Oocytes used for VCF experiments were incubated 
after cRNA injection for 1h in Modified Barth’s Solution (MBS) containing 10 mM 3-
maleimidopropionic acid (Bachem) to modify free cysteine residues of proteins natively 
expressed on the cell membrane, and then maintained at 19°C in MBS, composed of (mM): 85 
NaCl, 1 KCl, 2.4 NaHCO3, 0.33 Ca(NO3)2, 0.82 MgSO4, 0.41 CaCl2, 10 HEPES and 4.08 
NaOH.  
 
Electrophysiology 
Two-electrode voltage clamp experiments were conducted at room temperature (20-25°C) 1-2 
days after cRNA injection. All oocytes used for TEVC and VCF experiments had been 
previously labelled in the dark with 5 M CF488 maleimide (Biotium) or AlexaFluor488 
maleimide (Invitrogen) at room temperature for 15 min. Oocytes were placed in a RC-26Z 
recording chamber (Warner Instruments) and impaled with glass electrodes filled with 1M KCl 
and continuously perfused by gravity at a rate of 5 to 15mL/min. A specially designed chamber 
was used to measure the F and current kinetics from about the same oocytes surface, as 
described previously (Vullo et al., 2017). Macroscopic currents were measured at a holding 
potential of -40 mV with a TEV-200A amplifier (Dagan Corporation). Data were recorded with 
Chartmaster software (HEKA Electronics) at a sampling rate of 1 ms and low-pass filtering at 
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2 kHz. Standard recording solutions contained (mM): 110 NaCl, 2 CaCl2, and 10 HEPES for 
pH ≥ 6.8. For solutions with a pH < 6.8, HEPES was replaced by 10 mM MES. The pH was 
adjusted using NaOH and HCl.  
 
Fluorescence measurements 
A total number of 85 fluorophore-labelled cysteine mutants had been tested in VCF. Out of 56 
cysteine residues in the lower palm, wrist and transmembrane domain, 11 yielded a robust 
fluorescence signal. Concerning the triple mutants, we tested a total number of 30 mutants 
located among the palm, thumb and -ball domains; out of them, 11 showed a specific 
fluorescence signal. The VCF setup was equipped with an Intensilight mercury lamp (C-HGFI; 
Nikon), a 40x Nikon oil-immersion objective to detect the fluorescence signal emitted by 
fluorophore-labelled oocytes. The optical signal was then converted into current units by a 
photodiode (S1336-18BQ; Hamamatsu Photonics) coupled to the head stage of an amplifier 
(List-EPC-7; HEKA). A low-pass eight-pole Bessel filter was used to amplify and filter the 
signal at 50 Hz. Changes in fluorescence intensity (F) were normalized to the total 
fluorescence signal (F).  Specificity of the fluorescence signals was assessed by exposing the 
oocytes to a slight acidic pH, which allows the direct channel transition from the closed to the 
desensitized state, and then stimulated with an acidic pH 6. Cysteine mutants that gave rise to 
a specific fluorescence signal showed no or very small fluorescence signal after application of 
this protocol. As a measure of the specificity of the signal, we calculated the ratio of the ΔF/F 
relative to the transition desensitized to open to the ΔF/F for the transition closed to open, and 
expressed this ratio as a percentage. The lower is the ratio, the higher is the specificity of the 
fluorescence signal. In this study we included only mutants that showed a F/FD-O/F/FC-O 
lower than 35%.  
 
Data analysis and statistics 
Data were collected from at least two oocyte batches isolated from different animals for each 
mutant. Experimental data were analyzed with the software Fitmaster (HEKA Electronics) 
 and with Origin PRO software (OriginLab Corp, Northampton, USA).  Concentration response 
curve were fit to the Hill function: [(I = Imax/(1+ (10-pH50/10-pH)nH], where Imax is the maximal 
current, pH50 is the pH at which maximal of the current is achieved,  and nH is the Hill 
coefficient. SSD curves were fitted with an analogous equation.  
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The results are presented as mean ± SEM. They represent the mean of n independent 
experiments on different oocytes. Statistical analysis was done with t-test where two conditions 
were compared, or with One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s or Tukey multiple 
comparisons test for comparison of >2 conditions (Graphpad Prism 6). F and current kinetics 
were considered as correlated for a given mutant and pH condition if the steepness of the linear 
regression of a plot of the rise time of F as a function of the rise time of the current kinetics 
was between 0.75 and 1.33. 
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Figure 2. Quenching between thumb, -ball and palm domains uncovers intersubunit 
conformational changes. A. close-up view of residues located in the thumb, -ball and palm 
domains. Domains are shown in color in one of the two represented subunits, and in grey in the 
other. B. Representative recordings of simultaneous current (black traces) and fluorescence 
signals (red traces) of cysteine mutants in which Tyr417 was mutated to valine (V), and an 
engineered quencher has been introduced in different channel domains. ASIC currents were 
elicited by extracellular acidification to pH 6 for 10s. C-D. Scatter dot plots comparing the rise 
time of the channel activation (black, C), the current decay time (black, D) and the fluorescence 
appearance (red) after application of a stimulating pH 6 from a conditioning pH 7.4. Correlation 
between the ΔF and current signal is indicated by labeling in bold turquoise (n= 2-9). E. Scatter 
graph showing the difference in timing appearance between F and current delay for each triple 
mutant upon acidification from pH 7.4 to pH 6, n = 4-8. (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; 
****P < 0.0001; different from 0). F. Ratio of the rise time of the F onset divided by the rise 
time of the current opening (rtFon/rtopening) at pH6 for each triple mutant. Note that a higher ratio 
corresponds to a slower conformational change (n= 2-8). Error bars represent SEM. 
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Figure 3. Conformational changes in the wrist are associated with channel activation. A. 
Close-up view of the wrist region showing the residues that were mutated to cysteine. B. 
Representative current (black traces) and fluorescence signals (red traces) recorded from 
oocytes clamped at -40 in response to extracellular acidification from pH 7.4 to pH 6. The acidic 
pH was applied for 10s for all mutants except H70C where the stimulation lasted 20s. 
Horizontal line corresponds to 5s, the vertical line for the current (black) corresponds to: 1 A 
for the mutants Y71C and T419C; 5 A for the mutants H72C, K424C, A425C and I428C; 10 
A for the mutants E63C and H70C. The red vertical line corresponds to (%): 3 for the mutant 
E63C, 5.75 for H70C, 7 for Y71C, 19 for H72C, 8 for T419C, 10 for K424C, 14 for A425C, 5 
for I428C. C-D. Scatter graphs comparing the current rise time (black, C) and decay time (black, 
D) with the fluorescence onset (red) obtained by exposing the oocyte channels to an acidic pH 
6 from a conditioning pH 7.4. The duration of the acidic stimulation was as mentioned in (B). 
Correlation between the ΔF and current signal is indicated by labeling in bold turquoise (n=3-
14). E. Scatter dot plot showing the difference in current and fluorescence delay of appearance 
measured at pH 6 (n=3-14). (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001; different 
from 0). F. pH of half-maximal amplitude (pH50) for current activation (black), F (red), and 
current SSD (green). Conditioning pH was 7.4 for the current and 8 for the fluorescence. Black 
stars indicate statistical significance between the pH50 of current activation of ASIC1a WT and 
the mutants; green stars between the pH50 SSD of the WT and mutants; red stars between the 
pH50 of current activation of each mutant and the pH50 of fluorescence for the same mutant. (*P 
< 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001) (n=4-8). G. Ratio of the rise time of the F 
onset divided by the rise time of the current opening (rtFon/rtopening) for each mutant. A higher 
ratio corresponds to a slower conformational change. Error bars represent SEM, n=3-14. 
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3.3 Project 3: Other 
Article not included in the thesis report: Extracellular Subunit Interactions Control 
Transitions between Functional States of Acid-sensing Ion Channel 1a  
 
Authors: Gwiazda K., Bonifacio G., Vullo S., Kellenberger S., J Biol Chem., 2015 
 
My contribution to the manuscript:  
I performed the control experiments in voltage-clamp fluorometry asked by the reviewers and 
I contributed to the writing of the manuscript.  
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4. General Discussion 
4.1 Role of the acidic pocket and palm in pH sensing  
4.1.1 Proton sensing in the acidic pocket fine-tunes channel pH dependence 
 In the first part of the project, we determined the contribution of the acidic pocket and palm 
domain to channel activation and desensitization. Note that, in the discussion, amino acid 
numbering refers to human ASIC1a and the numbers 1,2 shown in superscript refer to the 
projects n. 1 (Vullo et al., 2017) and n. 2 (paragraph 3.2).  
To understand the role of the acidic pocket in pH sensing by ASIC1a, we combined up to 16 
titratable residues (Asp, Glu and His) narrowly distributed within the acidic pocket to Asn or 
Gln to mimic a protonated state. Channels harboring multiple amino acid substitutions at 
selected positions still produced transient current upon acidic stimulation (1Fig. 1E-C). 
However, the concentration-response curve for channel activation was for almost all mutants 
shifted by about 0.5 units to more acidic values compared to the WT channels (1Fig. 1E). 
Moreover, we observed a decreased cooperativity during channel activation in acidic pocket 
mutants containing more than seven neutralizing mutations (nH equal to ~1.5 in these mutants, 
compared to ~3 in the WT) (1Fig. 1E). In contrast, the pH dependence of SSD was shifted to 
more alkaline values and the nH was for most of the mutants similar to that of WT channels 
(1Fig. 1F). What is the significance of a diminished proton sensitivity in the acidic pocket? 
Neutralization mutations of all Asp and Glu within the acidic pocket mimic a protonated state. 
This situation would correspond to a gain of function of the channel, since it implies a lower 
proton concentration to activate the channel. As a consequence, we would expect a shift of the 
pH dependence of activation of a given mutant to more alkaline values, as observed in other 
proton-gated channels (Posson et al., 2013). However, we found that neutralizing mutations 
within the acidic pocket increased the proton concentration required to activate the channels. 
For a better interpretation of our results, we built a kinetic model that could explain how these 
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mutations altered in an unexpected way the pH dependence of activation of these mutants. Our 
kinetic model identified the contribution of three different protonation sites: 1) sites in the acidic 
pocket, 2) sites leading to channel activation and 3) sites leading to channel desensitization. 
The model was fitted to activation and SSD curves and to experimental traces. From these data, 
the modeling suggested that a decrease of the pH dependence of activation, together with a 
decrease of nH, was expected if protonation in the acidic pocket was considered as non-essential 
for channel activation and contributing with a negative cooperativity to open the channel. Based 
on our data, we concluded, thus, that acidic residues in the acidic pocket have an inhibitory role 
in channel activation and they are not essential proton sensors.  
Residues in the acidic pocket have been investigated in previous studies. Due to the presence 
of several carboxyl groups, Jasti and colleagues proposed the acidic pocket as “the” ASIC 
proton-binding site (Jasti et al., 2007). However, channels bearing neutralizing mutations of 
Asp347 and Asp351 in this region showed an acidic shift of the concentration-response curve, 
but retained proton sensitivity, suggesting that additional residues contribute to proton sensing. 
Liechti and colleagues identified in this region one acidic residue as potential pH sensor, 
Asp347 (Liechti et al., 2010). This residue has been extensively investigated in our VCF 
experiments (see below).    
In another study, Krauson and coworkers have shown that two mutants in the acidic pocket, 
E238C and D347C, reduced proton apparent affinity after chemical modification by MTSET, 
without, however, suppressing channel function, indicating that neither of these sites is 
indispensable for proton gating (Krauson et al., 2013).       
Other studies have found that nonconservative mutations in the acidic pocket dramatically 
lowered the apparent proton affinity, suggesting that probably these mutations introduce 
structural changes in this site that may have effects that are independent of H+ sensing (Li et al., 
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2009; Ramaswamy et al., 2013). Taken together, these studies indicate that protonation events 
in the acidic pocket are not essential for ASIC function, but contribute to channel activation. 
Interestingly, several mutagenesis and functional studies have identified many pH sensors in 
different ASIC domains. Liechti et al. combined computational and functional approaches  to 
examine the contribution of acidic residues to ASIC proton sensing based on their predicted 
pKa values in the desensitized cASIC1a structure. Their analysis identified several residues in 
the palm, thumb and -ball domains that contribute to proton gating, suggesting that multiple 
binding sites are necessary for activation (Liechti et al., 2010).  
ASIC pH sensors have also been found in the lower palm. Functional studies employed the 
cysteine accessibility method and site-directed mutagenesis to examine the mechanism of 
activation of ASIC1a by extracellular protons. The authors have shown that non-titratable 
substitutions at positions Glu79 and Glu418 resulted in channels with reduced proton affinity 
for activation, suggesting that they might be involved in the channel opening (Krauson et al., 
2013; Liechti et al., 2010). Other mutagenesis studies have identified other pH sensors in the 
wrist and TM domain (see paragraph 4.2.2). All these studies support the notion that ASIC 
gating does not depend on the protonation/deprotonation of few residues, but, rather, 
protonation of multiple residues in different ASIC domains contributes to pH-dependent gating.    
 
4.1.2 Protonation events in the palm domain are required for normal desensitization  
The palm domain has a central role in channel gating. From a structural view, conformational 
changes in this region participate in all ASIC functional transitions (Cushman et al., 2007; Roy 
et al., 2013; Yoder et al., 2018). Consistent with this structural evidence, experimental studies 
have shown that mutations in this domain significantly affected the kinetics and the extent of 
desensitization (Coric et al., 2003; Cushman et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2013).  
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To determine the contribution of the palm domain to ASIC1a proton sensing, we combined 
neutralizing mutations of six acidic residues located in this region and two nearby residues in 
the -ball domain. All acidic residues investigated in this work are conserved in almost every 
ASIC that produces a proton-induced current, but not in other acid-insensitive ENaC/DEG 
family members (Jasti et al., 2007), suggesting that they might be involved in channel 
activation. To our surprise, conservative mutations of acidic residues in the palm did not alter 
channel activation, but had, rather, a profound effect on channel desensitization, manifested as 
the appearance of a sustained current component for mutants containing up to four neutralizing 
mutations, and as complete disappearance of the transient component for mutants with more 
than four mutations. What is the origin of the complete loss of ASIC peak current and the 
appearance of a sustained current component? We hypothesized that the disappearance of the 
transient ASIC component was not due a loss of channel activation, but, rather, to a fast 
transition from the open to the desensitized state. To test this hypothesis, the acid-induced ASIC 
current of the mutated channels was measured at lower temperature (~12°C). Indeed, it is 
known that, in contrast to activation, ASIC desensitization strongly depends on temperature. 
Channel exposure to cold temperature potentiates current amplitude by slowing the 
desensitization rate (Askwith et al., 2001). When mutated channels in the palm domain were 
stimulated by an acidic pH at low temperature, we observed an increased current amplitude 
and, most important, the appearance of a transient ASIC current component (1Fig. 2D), 
confirming that residues in this region are importantly involved in the transduction mechanism 
that allows the transition from the open to the desensitized state.   
Interestingly, we observed that the sustained current of the combined mutants in the palm 
showed distinct properties compared to the transient current, such as reduced proton sensitivity 
(the pH dependence of activation was shifted to more acidic values, 1Fig. 2E), partial loss of 
Na+/K+ selectivity (1Fig. S2D-G) and loss of inhibition by the pore blocker amiloride (1Fig. 
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S2H). The origin of this different type of opening is unclear; probably, the introduction of 
uncharged amino acids within this region alters some electrostatic interactions between channel 
subunits, resulting in different conformational changes that may increase the diameter of the 
pore. This different type of opening is reminiscent of the sustained opening induced by PcTx1 
in complex with cASIC1a at pH 7.25 (see paragraph 1.2.2).     
In summary, our data strongly suggest that, in order to occur, normal channel desensitization 
requires protonation events of multiple acidic residues in the palm domain, and that disruption 
or alterations of potential intra and/or intersubunit interactions may allow a new type of 
opening, generating a current whose gating properties are profoundly different from the 
transient ASIC current. The importance of the palm domain in channel desensitization has also 
been investigated in several other studies; many of them are discussed in the paragraph 1.2.3.  
 
4.2 Investigation of ASIC1a conformational changes using voltage-clamp 
fluorometry 
4.2.1 Quenching events underlie some of the fluorescence changes and uncover 
conformational changes in different ASIC domains 
 
The acidic pocket is an important regulatory site of ASIC1a. Its importance is highlighted by 
the fact that it constitutes the binding site of a potent animal toxin, PcTx1, that modulates the 
channel. A better understanding of the structural rearrangements in this region would provide, 
thus, important insights on the molecular mechanisms controlling ASIC activity. This part of 
the study aims at investigating the conformational changes in this region and their correlation 
with specific channel transitions.   
We found that single cysteine mutants labelled with a thiol-reactive fluorophore showed small 
or no detectable fluorescence changes upon acidic stimulation. In order to detect changes in 
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fluorescence, we generated Cysteine-Tryptophan (Cys-Trp) pairs, with the engineered Cys used 
as docking site for the fluorophore and the Trp as a quencher of the fluorescence. As expected, 
we observed that the proximity of a Trp residue to a fluorescent probe generated F signals. 
Since the fluorescence signal of single Cys residues belonging to these pairs was of very small 
amplitude and no fluorescence change was detected from labeled oocytes expressing hASIC1a 
WT (Bonifacio et al., 2014), we concluded that the observed change in fluorescence emission 
was generated by changes in distance between the fluorophore and the engineered Trp. We 
extensively used this approach to elucidate the structural rearrangement occurring in this region. 
This analysis of the different F signals has shown that the acidic pocket undergoes structural 
rearrangements that bring the outer end of the 5 helix of the thumb close to the 1 helix of the 
finger domain (negative F signals in K343C/N120W and K343C/T236W), while the inner 
part moves away from the -ball domain (positive F signals in D351C/F257W) (1Fig. 4A-C) 
(Vullo et al., 2017). Comparison of the kinetics of current and fluorescence signals in terms of 
rise time indicated that these movements occur during channel desensitization or prepare this 
transition (1Fig. 3E-H). A movement of the inner end of the 5 helix of the thumb domain was 
also shown in a functional study where the formation of a disulfide bond between the residues 
E355C in the thumb domain and R175C in the palm domain arrested the channel in a closed 
state. In agreement with our study, measurements with the luminescence resonance energy 
transfer (LRET) technique showed a decreased distance between thumb and finger domains in 
the desensitized compared to closed state. This technique does not provide, however, any 
information about the kinetics of the movements, but it provides, rather, the changes in distance 
between the fluorophores (Ramaswamy et al., 2013).  
One of the most striking features observed in our Cys-Trp pairs located in the acidic pocket was 
the appearance of a “biphasic” fluorescence change upon acidic stimulation, as shown for 
example in the double mutant D237C/D347W (1Fig. 4A). Comparison of the kinetics of current 
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and fluorescence signals in these mutants indicated that the rise time of the first small F 
component correlated or was faster than the rise time of the current appearance (1Fig. 3G), 
suggesting that most likely these conformational changes contribute to channel opening. In 
contrast, the second bigger fluorescence component was slower than current activation but 
faster or of the same timing as the current desensitization (1Fig. 3H), suggesting that these 
movements either prepare or occur during channel desensitization. Interpretation of the slow 
F component indicates a sequence of extended movements that displace the finger loop toward 
the 1 helix of the finger during channel desensitization (1Fig. 4C), while the first rapid F 
signals suggest a tilting of the finger loop that would bring the residue Asp237, located at the 
lower end of the loop, close to the 5 helix of the thumb domain, and the residue Thr236, 
located higher up, farther away from the 5 helix (1Fig. 4C). 
The presence of structural rearrangements in the thumb and finger domains have also been 
investigated in a study that applied normal mode analysis (NMA) to predict the collective 
dynamics underlying ASIC gating mechanism. The authors, not only reported conformational 
changes in these domains, but suggested also that H+ binding enhances the interaction between 
the thumb and finger domains, and that this attraction constitutes the initial driving force for 
transmitting the extracellular domain movements to the channel gate (Yang et al., 2009). 
The pH dependence of the F signals in our experiments, including also the rapid F 
components, was for all mutants more alkaline than the pH dependence of current activation 
and, for most mutants, close to the pH dependence of SSD (1Fig. 3I), a feature that was observed 
in a previous study. Cha and Bezanilla investigated the structural rearrangements occurring in 
Shaker K+ channels expressed in Xenopous oocytes. In their study, the fluorophore 
tetramethylrhodamine-5-maleimide (TMRM) was attached at different transmembrane 
segments to report voltage-dependent changes in fluorescence emission during channel activity. 
Analysis of the VCF data showed a leftward shift by 15-20 mV of the fluorescence-dependent 
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curve compared to that of the current voltage-dependence. They observed, however, that the 
kinetics of the fluorescence changes correlated with the time constants of the current activation, 
suggesting that these movements are related to channel opening (Cha and Bezanilla, 1997). 
In our study, the fact that mutants whose F signals correlated with the channel opening do not 
share the same pH dependence of activation does not exclude the possibility that these residues 
are involved in channel opening. Channel opening, indeed, requires a complex sequence of 
movements upon pH change, which may suggest the presence of several intermediate channel 
states, or conformations, each of them characterized by a different pH dependence. In this 
scenario, we could speculate that the channel state that determines the pH dependence of the 
opening would correspond to the last transition, and that our conformational changes take place 
during an earlier channel transition whose pH dependence is defined by more alkaline values. 
In summary, we have shown that the acidic pocket undergoes structural rearrangements that 
contribute to both activation and desensitization of the channel. 
Proton binding to multiple ASIC domains induces conformational changes that are probably 
transmitted to the channel pore through the flexible wrist. The palm domain undergoes several 
conformational changes during channel activity (Yoder et al., 2018) and represents, probably, 
a key region for transferring gating motions to the channel gate. We initially investigated the 
presence of structural rearrangements in the β1-β2 linker, which connects the palm to the -ball 
domain. This region undergoes marked conformational changes in the open-desensitized 
transition (Baconguis and Gouaux, 2012) and plays a critical role in channel function and 
regulation (more details on these studies are provided in the paragraph 1.2.3).  
Fluorophore-labelled oocytes expressing the mutants A81C, S83C and Q84C yielded large 
negative fluorescence signals after exposure to an acidic pH, suggesting that these residues 
undergo structural rearrangements during channel activity (2Fig. 1C). We found that the 
observed fluorescence change was mostly due to fluorescence quenching events, since single 
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cysteine mutants lacking the Tyr417 in the 12 strand showed a dramatically reduced F 
amplitude after application of an acidic pH (2Fig. 1D). The presence of negative fluorescence 
signals, whose kinetics were slower than current appearance but faster than current decay, 
indicates that the single cysteine mutants approach the 12 strand after channel activation and 
before channel desensitization. In agreement with our VCF data, comparison between cASIC1a 
structures indicates a decreased distance between the residues in the 1-2 linker and Tyr417 
in the desensitized structure with regard to the open crystal structure (Baconguis et al., 2014; 
Gonzales et al., 2009). 
Several functional studies indicate the presence of conformational changes in the palm domain 
during ASIC activity. A study conducted by Roy and coworkers investigated the role of residues 
located in the four strands of the lower palm domain of hASIC1a and their conformational 
changes during channel gating. They found that the MTSET modification rate of engineered 
cysteine residues pointing to the central vestibule was decreased when the chemical reagent 
was applied during the desensitized state, suggesting that the lower palm domains of the three 
subunits undergo a closing movement that stabilizes the desensitized state. Moreover, 
substitution of almost any residue in the lower palm affected the pH dependence of SSD and 
the time course of desensitization, resulting for some mutants in the appearence of a sustained 
current or in a completely nondesensitizing current, suggesting that residues in the palm domain 
stabilize the desensitized state (Roy et al., 2013). A similar study using cysteine accessibility 
method and site-directed mutagenesis has shown that residues Glu79 and Gu418 were better 
accessible by the MTSET reagent in the desensitized state compared to closed state, indicating 
that the palm domain assumes an expanded conformation at resting pH and resides in a 
contracted conformation upon extracellular acidification (Della Vecchia et al., 2013). Other 
studies have shown that the 1- linker and 11-linkerinteract with each other, and 
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highlighted the importance of these two linkers for desensitization; these studies are discussed 
in more detail in the paragraph 1.2.3. 
In order to get insights on the presence and the direction of conformational changes of 
neighbouring domains, we have added a Trp residue at various positions to double mutants 
lacking the Tyr417 to restore the F signal. The resulting triple mutants yielded significant 
fluorescence changes of different types (2Fig. 2B). Analysis of the types and the timing of the 
detected fluorescence changes indicates that residues of the 5-10 strand loop, the -turn and 
the strand 10 approach the 1-2 linker of an adjacent subunit during and immediately after 
channel activation, suggesting that structural changes in these regions are likely involved in the 
transition from the open to desensitized state (Fig. 9). Slower movements were observed in the 
5-6 linker of the -ball domain, bringing the residues Lys208 and Arg206 close to the 1-2 
linker, and the residue Met210 away from it (Fig. 9).  
 
 
Figure 9. Close-up view of residues located in the thumb (blue), -ball (orange) and palm 
(yellow) domains. Residues located in a neighbouring subunit are shown in grey (central panel). 
 
Consistent with the presence of structural rearrangements in this region, Yoder and Gouaux 
have shown in an experiment that introduction of a disulfide bridge between the end of the 5 
helix of the thumb and the 1-2 linker of the palm of a neighbouring subunit keeps the channel 
in an expanded conformation and prevents channel opening, supporting the notion that 
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intersubunit interactions in this region are important to control ASIC activity (Yoder et al., 
2018).  
In agreement with the crystal structures, our studies show a decreased distance between the 10 
strand and the 1-2 linker of the palm domain and between the -turn and the 1-2 linker, 
occurring during channel opening. The structures show, however, small or no structural changes 
associated to the 5 helix-10 loop and 5-6 linker in the open and desensitized states 
(Baconguis et al., 2014; Gonzales et al., 2009). This discrepancy may be explained by the fact 
that the crystal structures show a cASIC1a channel open by toxins; it is possible, thus, that the 
toxin-bound open conformation does not correspond to the acid-opened conformation.  
A certain flexibility of the 1-2 linker and the -turn has also been shown by applying NMA. 
This study provided evidence for bending and twisting motions associated to the 1-2 linker, 
while the β-turn undergoes to swinging vibration. The authors suggested that these motions are 
important to regulate ASIC activity (Yang et al., 2009). 
In summary, our results report conformational changes involved in both activation and 
desensitization and provide insights about the structural rearrangements occurring between 
different ASIC subunits.  
  
4.2.2 Conformational changes in the wrist accompany channel opening  
The wrist constitutes the structural junction between the ECD and TM domains and provides 
the fenestrations through which ions gain access to the pore. Conformational changes in this 
region may thus be of crucial importance for transferring the activation signal to the channel 
gate. The only VCF study investigating the structural changes in this region was conducted by 
Passero and colleagues. The authors reported that the loop preceding the TM2 domain 
undergoes structural rearrangements concomitantly with the pore opening. However, this study 
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was limited to the residue Glu427, leaving open the question of whether and how other residues 
in this region could be involved in channel gating (Passero et al., 2009).   
In our study, we employed the VCF technique to detect conformational changes in the wrist 
and transmembrane domain. Analyses of the VCF experiments showed that six fluorophore-
labelled cysteine mutants in this region exhibited conformational changes characterized by the 
presence of a double fluorescence change, reminiscent of that observed in some mutants in the 
acidic pocket and in the triple mutants of the palm domain (2Fig. 3B). However, in contrast to 
the previously observed F signals, the first component of the F signal of the wrist mutants 
was always of bigger amplitude, probably reflecting a more extended movement, compared to 
the second component. It is possible that the movements observed in our study might serve to 
stabilize the open conformation and facilitate ions entering the channel.  
Analysis of the current and fluorescence kinetics of our VCF experiments indicates that residues 
in the wrist undergo conformational changes most likely involved in channel opening. The 
absence of a quencher reference within this region, however, limits the interpretation 
concerning the direction of the observed movements. In support of a role in channel opening, 
we found that half of the mutants show a pH dependence of F signals close to the pH 
dependence of the current activation (2Fig. 3F).  
Yang and colleagues employed NMA to predict the structural changes occurring in this region 
during channel activity. Interestingly, they found that conformational changes in the wrist and 
-turn were associated with motions of the channel gate, suggesting that these regions are most 
likely involved in ASIC gating mechanisms (Yang et al., 2009). These results are, thus, in 
agreement with our findings.   
This structural evidence is supported by functional studies investigating the contribution of 
several residues located in this region to ASIC proton sensing. Paukert and colleagues screened 
more than 40 conserved, charged amino acids in the ECD to determine a possible contribution 
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to ASIC H+ gating. Surprisingly, almost none of the single neutralizing mutations strongly 
impaired proton activation. However, combination of neutralizing mutations of the residues 
His72 and His73 in the wrist produced proton-insensitive channels without affecting their 
surface expression, suggesting that they could be involved in ASICs proton sensing (Paukert et 
al., 2008). The findings of Paukert and colleagues show, therefore, that the wrist does not only 
transduce a signal, but can be a pH sensing region by itself. In another study, it has been shown 
that the aromatic interaction between Tyr71 and Trp287, located in the wrist and -turn loop, 
is essential for conferring proton sensitivity to the channel, since individual mutation of both 
residues into non-aromatic amino acids reduces or abolishes channel proton affinity and in some 
cases lowers the channel expression at the cell surface, indicating that the interaction between 
the -turn and the TM1 domain is important for ASIC activation (Jing et al., 2011; Li et al., 
2009).   
Taken together, these studies indicate that the wrist is an important component of the ASIC 
proton sensing machinery and plays probably a key role in communicating conformational 
changes to the channel gate. In this context and from these functional evidence, we might 
speculate that the wrist constitutes the most important pH sensor and that the other H+ sites are 
involved in the regulation of the channel activity. 
 
4.2.3 A proposed gating model  
ASIC1a contains a large number of titratable residues in the extracellular region that could serve 
as proton binding sites; however, several works have shown that a limited number of them are 
functionally relevant. Different studies have identified residues whose mutation suppressed 
ASIC current or altered its main properties in the thumb, finger, -ball and palm domains, but 
also in the wrist and TM domain (Della Vecchia et al., 2013; Li et al., 2009; Liechti et al., 2010; 
Lynagh et al., 2018; Paukert et al., 2008; Sherwood et al., 2009).  
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At present, the molecular mechanisms by which protonation controls ASIC activity remain 
poorly understood. Protonation events in multiple ASIC domains initiate conformational 
changes that are in turn transmitted to the channel gate. What conformational changes drive 
ASIC activity? And which domains are mostly involved in this mechanism? Crystal structures, 
together with functional studies using different approaches, have greatly contributed to 
answering these questions. The information coming from all these studies allow us to propose 
a possible scenario for ASICs gating mechanism (Fig. 10).  
Channel activation: the crystal structures suggest that proton binding in several ASIC domains 
induces the collapse of the acidic pocket enabling the formation of carboxyl-carboxylate 
pairings that stabilizes the interface between thumb, finger and palm domains (Baconguis et al., 
2014; Yoder et al., 2018). Our experiments have however shown that the acidic pocket is not 
required for channel activation but it has, rather, a modulatory role. Consistent with a role in 
channel activation, we detected big structural changes in the wrist associated with channel 
opening, in agreement with previous studies (Passero et al., 2009; Vullo et al., 2017; Yang et 
al., 2009). 
Superposition of the closed, open and desensitized cASIC1a structures suggests a conserved 
structural scaffold defined by the upper palm and knuckle domains, which adopt the same 
conformation among the different channel transitions. Experiments with fluorophore-quencher 
pairing and voltage-clamp fluorometry have shown, however, structural changes associated to 
ASIC upper domains during channel activity, consisting in an outward movement of the finger 
and knuckle domains from the  -ball domain (Bonifacio et al., 2014; Gwiazda et al., 2015b).  
Channel desensitization: among ASIC domains, the palm has definitely a central role in the 
mechanism of desensitization. Functional studies have shown that transition to this functional 
state involves substantial rearrangements culminating in a closing movement of the palm 
domains toward the central axis (Krauson et al., 2013; Roy et al., 2013). Structural evidence 
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suggest that transition from open to desensitized conformation involves a swap in sidechain 
orientation of the Leu415 and Asn416 (Yoder et al., 2018); it was hypothesized that these 
movements underlie the mechanism of channel desensitization by serving as a molecular clutch 
that decouples the collapsed acidic pocket from the lower palm and allows the transmembrane 
domains to relax back, restoring a non-conducting channel pore (Yoder et al., 2018). VCF and 
LRET measurements reported conformational changes in the acidic pocket related with channel 
desensitization, consisting in the thumb 5 helix approaching the finger and moving away from 
the -ball domain (Fig. 10) (Ramaswamy et al., 2013; Vullo et al., 2017) 
-Resting state: at physiological pH values most acidic amino acids are in the deprotonated state. 
The ASIC structure in the resting state shows that, due to the electrostatic repulsion of 
negatively charged residues, the thumb is located away from the -ball and finger domains, 
resulting in an expanded conformation of the acidic pocket, whereas the TM domains assume 
a constricted conformation that shuts the gate preventing passage of the ions (Yoder et al., 
2018).  
 
Figure 10. Hypothesized conformational changes during ASIC1a gating. Red arrows indicate 
evidence from VCF, NMA and LRET studies. (Adapted from (Yoder et al., 2018)).  
 
 
 
 
 
5 
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5. Perspectives  
Despite the large amount of information concerning the structural and molecular aspects of 
ASIC channels, there is still a considerable gap in understanding how protonation events lead 
to channel opening. At present, it seems that ASIC activity depends on protonation of multiple 
residues and that conformational changes in different domains are necessary to control channel 
activity. My work has provided new important insights with regard to both structural and 
functional aspects that govern channel function; however, it has not provided a clear picture of 
the mechanisms that control ASIC transitions. Future works go, therefore, in this direction, 
focusing on the two following steps: 
-Identification of proton sensor residues involved in ASIC activation. 
Constant pH molecular dynamics simulations will be carried out to identify candidate pH 
sensors relevant for ASIC activation. This analysis will be restricted to residues located in the 
lower palm and transmembrane domains that are expected to have a pKa between 7.4 and 6, a 
pH range in which these residues will likely change their protonation status. The role of these 
potential candidates will be then investigated in functional experiments.   
-Investigation of conformational changes that drive ASIC activation and desensitization 
The VCF technique has proven to be a very useful technique to report conformational changes 
during channel activity. Unfortunately, however, the large size of current fluorophores and their 
low membrane permeability, may lead to an uncertainty of the interpretation of the observed 
fluorescence changes, and limit the investigation of conformational changes to the extracellular 
part of the channel. A promising approach to overcome this limitation could be the use of 
fluorescent unnatural amino acids (fUAAs) (Pless and Ahern, 2013), which can be incorporated 
anywhere within the protein, providing insights about conformational changes associated with 
TM or intracellular domain. In addition, they are smaller than fluorophores traditionally used 
in VCF; the channel is thus less perturbed and the interpretation of conformational changes is 
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more reliable. This approach has already been successfully used in several studies (Kalstrup 
and Blunck, 2013; Wulf and Pless, 2018). 
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